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Abstract 

In this thesis, an electron fluence efficient method for the 3D chemical imaging of inorganic 

nanoparticles have been explored through the use of scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM), high angle annular dark field image (HAADF) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

The method, termed as spectroscopic single particle reconstruction (SPR), assumes nanoparticles are 

identical but randomly orientated on a support. Thus by expose each nanoparticle to electron beam 

only once, a collection of nanoparticles viewed at different orientations can be obtained to perform 

3D reconstruction. Unlike tilt-series electron tomography (TS-ET) which images the same specimen 

multiple times, spectroscopic single particle reconstruction disperses total dose budget to all imaged 

particles thus not only enables the ability to imaging beam sensitive nanoparticles in 3D, but also 

increase the EDS counts for better EDS quantification.  

The presumption of nanoparticle population homogeneity can be eased to that only a subset of the 

whole population are all identical. By applying selection criterion such as thresholding nanoparticle 

compositions, platinum-nickel (PtNi) nanoparticles contain 45-55 at% Pt and 55-65 at% Pt were 

characterised by spectroscopic single particle reconstruction approach and found they show similar 

3D elemental segregation behaviour. The 3D elemental segregation results not only agree with 

previous reports to show Ni-enriched facets, but also find new evidence for the importance of 

considering effect of crystallographic vertices and surface facets on local elemental distribution.  

An additional advantage of spectroscopic SPR for 3D imaging is that no high angle tilt is needed, 

which opens the possibility to perform 3D structural and chemical imaging for nanoparticles in-situ 

using all ranges of commercial in-situ holders without special requirement for high tilt to do TS-ET. 

This opportunity is explored using an in-situ heating holder to reconstruct the 3D structure 

transformation of PtNi at different temperatures.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Project aim and objectives 

The main aim of this doctoral project was to characterise the three-dimensional (3D) structure and 

compositional distribution of beam sensitive nanoparticles using a novel approach named single 

particle reconstruction. The main objective towards this aim required collection of large data set 

containing high angle annular dark field (HAADF) images of thousands individual nanoparticles and 

associated energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopic (EDS) spectrum data. Processing such data set 

required a systematic imaging and automated data processing method to be developed. Once this 

was realised, optimisation of the reconstruction quality should be performed in an iterative manner 

starting from new high quality data acquisition using scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM) and EDS to utilise various image processing methods. Finally, another dimensionality of 

characterisation was introduced to incorporate spectroscopic single particle reconstruction (SPR) 

with in situ heating experiments.  

1.2. Thesis structure 

The thesis starts with an overview of scanning transmission electron microscopy, followed by 

detailed EDS in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a comparative review of two 3D reconstruction 

methods, tilt-series electron tomography (TS-ET) and SPR. Chapter 5 contains the study of 

spectroscopic SPR and its application on platinum-nickel (PtNi) nanoparticles. Chapter 6 extends the 

application of SPR to in-situ heating experiment to study the structure and composition stability of 

same PtNi nanoparticles at high temperatures. 
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2. Transmission electron microscope 

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) was invented in the early 1930’s by Ernst Ruska and 

Max Knoll1. The illuminating source in TEM is high energy electrons, with few picometer wavelength, 

which significantly advances the resolution compared to visible light source microscopy. Applicable 

to electron transparent specimen, TEM has been playing a major role in the investigation of the 

microscopic world from nanoscale to sub-angstrom scale, for physicists, biologists, materials 

scientists and chemists. Development of TEM is continuously flourishing in all aspects of theories, 

hardware and software, benefiting from recent advances in engineering and technology2,3. 

The sequence of this chapter starts with an overview of the configuration of the TEM, followed by 

electron-matter interactions. Elastic scattering is discussed mainly here as it is the basis of structural 

imaging and inelastic scattering of EDS is discussed in chapter 3. STEM imaging is detailed in the end 

of this chapter, along with using the wave interpretation of electrons to understand coherent and 

incoherent imaging theory.  

2.1. Microscope configuration 

In this thesis, the acronym TEM strictly means the transmission electron microscope instrument, 

whereas imaging modes are distinguished as conventional transmission electron microscopy (CTEM) 

and STEM. The stream of electrons is generally referred to as the ‘beam’ and the converged beam is 

also referred to as the ‘probe’ when necessary.  

A schematic of a typical configuration of TEM is illustrated in Figure 2-1, consisting of the gun 

filament, lenses, beam deflectors, lens stigmators, apertures, detectors and specimen holder. 
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Figure 2-1 A schematic of a typical transmission electron microscope without abberation correctors. 

2.1.1. Gun 

The gun or the filament is the “light source” of the TEM and electrons are generated from it when 

high temperature (thermionic emission) or high voltage (field emission) is applied. The gun materials 

are usually made by tungsten filament, LaB6 crystal or tungsten needle. The field emission gun (FEG) 

has many advantages over the thermionic gun such as resolution, coherence, stability, brightness 

but requires ultra-high vacuum4. There are two types of FEGs, Schottky FEG and cold FEG. Schottky 
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FEG is constantly heated to eliminate the surface contaminants and oxide but the thermal assistant 

results in a relative large source size and larger energy spread. The cold FEG is operated at ambient 

temperature but higher vacuum to ensure clean tip surface. Free of heating on cold FEG provides 

smaller source size and smaller energy spread which are good for ultimate spatial resolution or 

energy resolution in electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), but the beam current in a cold FEG 

unavoidably fades with time due to trapped contaminants on the tip surface. Therefore, cold FEG 

TEM needs tip flashing to eliminate tip contamination after several hours of operation5.  

2.1.2. Lenses 

Lenses are usually electromagnetic lenses in almost all modern TEMs6. Electric current through the 

lens controls its focus strength to magnify or demagnify the beam, producing images or diffraction 

patterns (DPs). The theory of lens magnification can be described by Newton’s lens equation6 and 

Figure 2-2: 

 1

𝑓
=  

1

𝑑𝑜
+  

1

𝑑𝑖
 

Equation 1 

Where 𝑓 is the focal length, 𝑑𝑜 is the object distance and 𝑑𝑖  is the image distance. According to the 

lens equation, the magnification of a convex lens 𝑀 is defined as: 

Therefore, reducing the object distance 𝑑𝑜 by placing the specimen closer to a lens and/or increase 

the image distance 𝑑𝑖  (focal length) by increasing the lens strength can increase magnification. In 

addition, using a combination of lenses and placing the image plane of the first lens to coincide with 

the object plane of the second lens and so on, magnification can be further increased. This is the 

basic theory for demagnification of illuminating source to sub-angstrom probe in STEM and for 

magnification of images and DPs in CTEM.  

 
𝑀 =  

𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑜
 

Equation 2 
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Figure 2-2 The ray diagram for the lens equation. 

Condenser lenses installed above the specimen are used to transform either parallel or convergent 

electron beam onto specimen in CTEM and STEM, respectively. Objective lenses paired one above 

and one below the specimen form images and diffraction patterns in CTEM. Intermediate and 

projection lenses are placed below specimen. For CTEM, these lenses provide flexibility of controlling 

focal length and magnification for images and DPs. For STEM, these lenses control cameral length 

and decide detector collection angles. 

2.1.3. Apertures 

Apertures are disks or a strip made from heavy metals such as Pt or Mo with circular holes on them. 

Apertures are inserted in the optic axis to exclude electrons travelling outside the aperture hole. 

Depending on the position of the aperture, using an aperture has five main purposes: 1) reducing 

the beam convergence angle; 2) limiting the lens collection angle; 3) changing beam current; 4) 

selecting diffracted beam based on diffraction angles and 5) selecting region of interest in real space. 

However, introducing an aperture causes electron wave diffraction, blurring an image of a point to a 

disc with surrounding oscillations, i.e. an Airy disk. The radii of the Airy disk (𝑟𝑡ℎ) in TEM is 

approximately7: 
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𝑟𝑡ℎ = 1.22

𝜆

𝛽
 

Equation 3 

Where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the electron beam and 𝛽 is the semi-collection angle of the aperture.  

This equation is also the theoretical resolution of the TEM using the Rayleigh criterion, i.e. two 

resolvable Airy disks are separated by the radius of the Airy disc. Therefore, the equation 3 also 

demonstrates that increasing the aperture size (𝛽) can improve the ultimate achievable resolution, 

although in practice using larger aperture size the lens aberration is becoming the limiting factor of 

the resolution.  

2.1.4. Deflectors 

Deflectors tilt or shift the beam with respect to the optic axis, which requires a pair of coils applying 

inverse magnetic fields on either side of the beam. Except for alignments, beam tilt is essential in 

advanced imaging techniques such as precision electron diffraction8 and beam shift is normal for 

STEM to control beam scan over the specimen pixel by pixel. 

2.1.5. Aberrations 

Lenses in the microscope are not perfect and cause aberrations which distort images. Astigmatism, 

coma, spherical aberration and chromatic aberration are four major aberrations existing in all TEMs 

(Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-3 Four major abberations exist in TEM. a) Astigmatism. b) Coma. c) Spherical aberration. d) 

Chromatic aberration. Labeled angle α is the convergence angle. 

Astigmatism (Figure 2-3 a) arises due to electrons travelling through a non-uniform magnetic field 

and therefore the focal length of the passing electrons behaves differently as a function of the 

azimuthal angle of the lens. This aberration is caused by imperfect manufacturing of cylindrical 

lenses, microstructural inhomogeneity of the soft iron shell of the lens, a not precisely centred 

aperture or contamination trapped on the aperture6. Astigmatism can be easily corrected using 

stigmators (another form of lens) to introduce a compensating field.  

Coma (Figure 2-3 b) happens when lenses weakly bend incoming rays with a tilt angle at one end of 

the lens and strongly bend rays at another end of the lens. Aligning beam parallel to the optic axis 

can reduce this aberration. 

Spherical aberration (Figure 2-3 c) occurs because the off-axis electrons are more strongly bent back 

toward the optic axis. As a result, a point image is blurred to a disk at the Gaussian image plane with 

a diameter (𝐷) of the disk described as:  
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 𝐷 = 2𝐶𝑠𝛽3 Equation 4 

Where 𝐶𝑠 is the spherical aberration coefficient and 𝛽 is the lens/aperture semi-collection angle. It is 

clear that the spherical aberration increases with larger 𝛽.  

Correcting spherical aberration is becoming popular as the technology is becoming mature and the 

ability of aberration corrected TEMs to achieve atomic resolution finds many applications such as 

analysing atom arrangements at materials surface9. CS-corrector acts like a concave lens to spread 

out the off-axis beams and ensure they are re-converged onto the same point at the Gaussian image 

plane. Unlike the usual round lenses, correctors break the cylindrical symmetry and consist of 

hexapoles10 or quadrupole-octupole11 lenses, and are placed below the target objective or 

condenser lens which needs aberration correction.  

Chromatic aberration (Figure 2-3 d) occurs due to the lens focusing low energy electrons more 

strongly than high energy electrons. The energy difference is less significant at high accelerating 

voltage (~0.1 eV in a FEG TEM at 100 keV) but more severe at low accelerating voltages6. The energy 

difference can also occur due to energy loss from inelastic scattering as electrons pass through a 

specimen. Therefore, energy filtered TEM (EFTEM) and EELS will benefit from chromatic aberration 

free TEM12. There are two ways to correct chromatic aberration, either by excluding the outlier 

electrons that have varied energies before (i.e. monochromator) or after (i.e. EFTEM) the beam 

passes through the specimen, or install a chromatic aberration corrector underneath the gun lenses 

to make sure electrons with different energies focus to the same point. Whereas the former method 

results in a beam current reduction which may be undesirable for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

imaging or analysis via EDS. Furthermore, the latter method using a chromatic aberration corrector 

is still not as widely available as CS corrector due to various reasons such as cost and instability7.  
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2.2. Interaction of electron and sample for information detection 

Electrons can be described as particles with mass and momentum or waves with amplitude and 

phase. Once an electron interacts with specimen atoms, it will behave differently compared to the 

original incoming electron and this difference carries information about the specimen which we 

want to detect and interpret. Therefore, basic knowledge about the electron-matter interaction is 

essential to understand the images and imaging modes in TEM. 

If an electron is considered as a particle, it is a low-mass, negatively charged particle. A ‘billiard ball’ 

model can approximately describe the interaction of an electron and an atom, governed by the 

electrostatic Coulomb interaction between incident electrons and positively charged nucleus or 

negatively charged electron clouds of sample atoms13. The probability of an incoming electron 

hitting an isolated atom can be simply considered as the cross section (𝜎𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚) area of the isolated 

atom6: 

 𝜎𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚 = 𝜋𝑟2 Equation 5 

Where 𝑟 is the effective scattering radius of an isolated atom and depends on atomic number (𝑍), 

accelerating voltage of the incident electron (𝑉) and scattering angle (𝜃).  

The total cross section (𝜎𝑡) is the summation of elastic and inelastic cross sections (𝜎𝑒𝑙 and 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙, 

respectively). 

 𝜎𝑡 = 𝜎𝑒𝑙 + 𝜎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑙 Equation 6 

Considering incident electrons and their interacted specimen atoms as a whole system, elastic and 

inelastic scattering are usually distinguished as an event when incident electrons result in no loss or 

measurable loss of kinetic energy after interacting with specimen atoms. If electrons travel 

elastically through the optic axis in TEM, electrons experience no energy difference but only 

directional deviation due to scattering, therefore electrons doesn’t care which direction they go 
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through in the TEM. This is the basis of the reciprocity of CTEM and STEM6. Only elastic scattering is 

detailed here and the inelastic EDS imaging mode is detailed in the chapter 3. 

2.2.1. Elastic scattering 

If the incident electron passes through a small interval of the cross section 𝑑𝜎 and is scattered into 

an interval of solid angle 𝑑Ω, the probability is described as the differential cross section 6 (
𝑑𝜎

𝑑Ω
) as a 

function of scattering angle 𝜃: 

 𝑑𝜎

𝑑Ω
=

1

2𝜋𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑑𝜎

𝑑𝜃
 

Equation 7 

Equation 7 demonstrates that increasing scattering angle decreases the interaction cross section.  

By integrating Equation 7 over 𝜃 from 0 to π, total elastic cross section is obtained 6.  

 
𝜎𝑒𝑙 = 2𝜋 ∫

𝑑𝜎

𝑑Ω
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝜋

0

𝑑𝜃 
Equation 8 

However, instead of Equation 8, we usually break elastic scattering events into high-angle (more 

than a few degree) electron-nucleus scattering and low-angle electron-electron scattering. The latter 

is also called screening effect6. Considering both events, elastic scattering can be described as 

Rutherford scattering differential cross section (
𝑑𝜎𝑅

𝑑Ω
) with screening correction and relativistic 

correction6: 

 𝑑𝜎𝑅

𝑑Ω
=

𝜆𝑅
4 𝑍2

64𝜋2𝑎0
2(𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃

2 +
𝜃0

2

4 )2

 
Equation 9 

Where 𝜆𝑅 is the relativistically corrected wavelength, 𝑍 is the atomic number, 𝑎0 is the Bohr radius 

of the scattering atom and 𝜃0 is the screening parameter. 

The unscreened Rutherford scattering demonstrates that for a fixed accelerating voltage, only 

collecting electrons scattered at angle 𝜃 (or a certain range of angles) using an aperture in CTEM or a 
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detector in STEM, the image intensity is usually considered to be proportional to 𝑍2. But screening 

and relativistic effect slightly reduces the 𝑍2 dependence to 𝑍1.5~2.07,13,14. 

The Rutherford scattering is the basic of mass-thickness contrast for BF and DF in CTEM and Z-

contrast in HAADF-STEM6. The contrast dependence of specimen thickness arises when converting 

the above single atom cross section to a specimen cross section considering a collection of atoms.  

As mentioned above, the image intensity is proportional to scattering cross section. But it is not 

accurate as the wave nature has been ignored. If we consider the electrons as waves, the square of 

the amplitude is proportional to the scattered intensity and therefore the particle nature and wave 

nature of the elastically scattered electron beam can be related as6: 

 
|𝑓(𝜃)|2 =

𝑑𝜎𝑅

𝑑Ω
 

Equation 10 

Where 𝑓(𝜃) is the atomic scattering factor that measures the amplitude of an electron wave 

scattered from an isolated atom, defined as6: 

 

𝑓(𝜃) =
(1 +

𝐸0

𝑚0𝑐2)

8𝜋2𝑎0
(

𝜆

𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜃
2

)2(𝑍 − 𝑓𝑥) 

Equation 11 

The atomic scattering factor drops the screening term and includes the X-ray scattering factor, 𝑓𝑥, to 

describe both high angle and low-angle elastic scattering more accurately than Rutherford cross 

section. If we neglect the 𝑓𝑥 describing the electron-cloud scattering, |𝑓(𝜃)|2 is mathematically 

equivalent to Equation 9.  

Extending the single atom elastic scattering event to crystalline specimens, the structure factor 𝐹(𝜃) 

is introduced to measure the amplitude scattered by a unit cell of a crystal structure6. The structure 

factor is defined as the sum of the 𝑓(𝜃) from all the 𝑖 atoms with coordinate (𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) in the unit 

cell. Phase factor is introduced as considering the waves scattered from atoms on different but 

parallel atomic places with the same Miller indices (ℎ𝑘𝑙):  
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𝐹(𝜃) = ∑ 𝑓𝑖𝑒2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥𝑖+𝑘𝑦𝑖+𝑙𝑦𝑖)

∞

𝑖

 
Equation 12 

This is the basis of diffraction contrast relating to the type of atom (𝑓(𝜃)), the position of the atom 

in the unit cell (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), and the specific atomic plane (ℎ𝑘𝑙). 

2.3. Details of STEM imaging 

Considering an electron beam as a wave, it may be coherent or incoherent due to phase shift. The 

incident beam can be considered as a coherent plane wave, interacting with atoms that act as 

scattering centres, generating secondary spherical waves interfering with each other to form strong 

direct zero-order wave (considered as plane wave again, i.e. unscattered transmitted beam) and 

several higher-order coherent waves scattering at specific angles (𝜃). Phase differences in coherent 

scattering in a crystalline lattice is the basis of phase contrast and diffraction contrast imaging. In this 

section, a more detailed explanation of contrast in STEM imaging is described using the wave 

interpretation of electron beam.  

A simplified schematic of STEM is shown in Figure 2-4 starting from the illuminating source to the 

detectors. Electrons emitting from the gun can be idealised as a spherical wave 𝛹𝑠(𝑹) with unit 

amplitude 115:  

 
𝛹𝑠(𝑹) = 1 ∙

𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹

𝑟
 

Equation 13 

Where 𝑲 is the 3D wave vector normal to the wave front representing direction of the electron 

wave propagating from the source. 𝑹 is the two dimensional specimen vector as the wave seen in 

specimen position. 𝑟 is the radius of the spherical wave.  

The spherical wave becomes plane wave after demagnification before entering the probe-defining 

lens and can be described as: 
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 𝛹0(𝑹) = 1 ∙ 𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹 Equation 14 

 

 

Figure 2-4 A simplified schematic ray diagram of STEM configuration 

After plane waves passing through the probe-forming aperture and lens, a small localised electron 

probe is formed. This probe can be considered in two representations, wave vectors in reciprocal 

space (Figure 2-5 a) and intensity profiles in real space (Figure 2-5 b). If the probe travels in only one 

direction, one wave vector can represent its reciprocal form (Figure 2-5 a i) and the corresponding 

real space intensity is a uniform profile (Figure 2-5 b i). If the probe with few directions passes 

through an aperture, the corresponding wave vectors are illustrated as Figure 2-5 a ii-iv and its 

intensity profile are few peaks (Figure 2-5 b ii-iv). For a realistic probe with an infinite number of 

plane waves at all angles within the probe-forming aperture, all possible wave vectors “fill in” the 
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reciprocal space confined by the probe-forming aperture (Figure 2-5 a v). The real space intensity of 

the probe becomes one airy disk (Figure 2-5 b v) due to all waves coherently and destructively 

adding together.  

 

Figure 2-5 Representation of beam in (a) reciprocal space and (b) real space. If the probe only 

consists of one direction wave vector (a i), the real space intensity is a uniform profile (b i). If wave 

vectors coming in few distinct directions (a ii-iv), the corresponding intensity profile forms few peaks 

(b ii-iv). If the probe contains all possible angles within the probe-forming aperture (a v), all waves 

are coherently added togather and the destructive interference results one airy disk formed in the 

real space (b v). Reproduced from 15 

The probe amplitude within the aperture is uniform and the circular probe-forming aperture 

function 𝐴(𝑲) having a value 1 inside the aperture and zero outside. The probe amplitude in real 

space is the inverse Fourier transform of the reciprocal space probe amplitude defined by the 

aperture function: 

 𝐹𝑇−1{𝐴(𝑲)} = 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹 Equation 15 

Integrating this function over the aperture, we have the real space probe amplitude function 

without consider the effect of any lens aberration, 𝑃𝑤/𝑜: 
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𝑃𝑤/𝑜(𝑹) = ∫ 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹 d𝑲 

Equation 16 

As the lens aberrations induce a phase shift factor 𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲), the final probe wave amplitude function 

in real space incident onto the specimen is: 

 
𝑃(𝑹) = ∫ 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹 𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲)d𝑲 

Equation 17 

The probe intensity is the squared modulus of the probe amplitude: 

 𝐼(𝑹) = |𝑃(𝑹)|2 Equation 18 

Assuming the specimen is very thin, therefore only a phase shift is introduced when electron waves 

are passing through, the specimen induced phase shift can be defined as a specimen transmission 

function: 

 𝜑(𝑹) = 𝑒𝑖𝜎𝑖𝑉(𝑹) Equation 19 

Where 𝜎𝑖 =
𝜋

𝜆𝐸
 Equation 20 

And 𝜎𝑖 is the interaction constant, 𝐸 is the accelerating voltage and 𝑉(𝑹) is the potential.  

Then, the exit wave function leaving the specimen in real space is: 

 𝛹(𝑹) = 𝜑(𝑹)𝑃(𝑹) Equation 21 

This equation is a product of the real space probe amplitude with the specimen transmission 

function.  

In STEM, a detector is placed on the diffraction plane (i.e. reciprocal space) below the specimen; the 

detected wave function is represented in reciprocal space as: 
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 𝛹(𝑲𝑑) = 𝐹𝑇{𝛹(𝑹)} 

= ∫ 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲𝑑∙𝑹𝜑(𝑹)𝑃(𝑹) d𝑹 

= ∫ 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲)𝜑(𝑲 − 𝑲𝒅) d𝑲 

= 𝑃(𝑲𝑑) ⊗ 𝜑(𝑲𝑑) Equation 22 

Denoting the wave vector in the detector plane as 𝑲𝑑. This equation shows the convolution of the 

probe amplitude with the specimen transmission function in reciprocal space. 

The intensity on the detector plane is: 

 𝐼(𝑲𝑑) = |𝑃(𝑲𝑑) ⊗ 𝜑(𝑲𝑑)|2 Equation 23 

The detected intensity is a function of the position of the diffracted wave vector on the diffraction 

plane. This is the intensity for a stationary probe on the optic axis.  

When the probe scans across the specimen, a second real-space variable 𝑹0 is introduced to 

represent the centre of the probe. Thus the probe amplitude in real space before interacting with 

specimen in Equation 17 becomes: 

 
𝑃(𝑹 − 𝑹0) = ∫ 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙(𝑹−𝑹0) 𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲)d𝑲 Equation 24 

From the equation above, the shift of the probe can be considered as all plane wave components in 

the probe multiplying a phase factor 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹0 in reciprocal space. The corresponding detected 

probe amplitude and simplified intensity expression in the detector plane with scan coordinate 𝑹0 

becomes: 
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𝛹(𝑲𝑑, 𝑹) = ∫ 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲𝑑∙𝑹𝜑(𝑹)𝑃(𝑹 − 𝑹0) d𝑹 Equation 25 

 𝐼(𝑲𝑑 , 𝑹) = |𝛹(𝑲𝑑 , 𝑹)|2 

= |∫ 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲𝑑∙𝑹𝜑(𝑹)𝑃(𝑹 − 𝑹0) d𝑹|
2

 Equation 26 

The explicit expression for the intensity in the detector plane is the multiplication of the detected 

probe amplitude with its complex conjugate.  

𝐼(𝑲𝑑, 𝑹) =  𝛹(𝑲𝑑 , 𝑹)𝛹∗(𝑲𝑑 , 𝑹) 

= ∫ 𝐴(𝑲)𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲∙𝑹0𝜑(𝑲 − 𝑲𝑑) d𝑲 ∫ 𝐴∗(𝑲′)𝑒−𝑖𝜒(𝑲′)𝑒2𝜋𝑖𝑲′∙𝑹0𝜑∗(𝑲′ − 𝑲𝑑) d𝑲′ 

 
= ∬ 𝐴(𝑲)𝐴∗(𝑲′)𝑒−𝑖[𝜒(𝑲)−𝜒(𝑲′)]𝑒2𝜋𝑖(𝑲−𝑲′)∙𝑹0𝜑(𝑲 − 𝑲𝑑)𝜑∗(𝑲′ − 𝑲𝑑) d𝑲d𝑲′ Equation 27 

Where the primes and asterisk denote the corresponding complex variable.  

The complete intensity equation for STEM in Equation 27 means that the intensity recorded at each 

detector position is the interference of all possible pairs of wave components within the incident 

probe with wave vectors 𝑲 and 𝑲′ which are scattered by the sample into the same detecting 

direction 𝑲𝑑.  

Only one term 𝑒2𝜋𝑖(𝑲−𝑲′)∙𝑹0 contains the probe scanning position 𝑹0. This demonstrates that the 

contrast of the STEM image arises from the oscillation of the phase differences with spatial 

frequency 𝑲 − 𝑲′ as the probe scans. In addition, the larger the size of the probe-forming aperture, 

the greater the difference of incident probe wave vectors 𝑲 and 𝑲′, which results in higher spatial 

frequency and therefore better resolution. Therefore, the probe-forming aperture size is one of the 

factors governing the STEM image resolution.  
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2.3.1. Bright-field imaging 

As BF imaging collects on axis transmitted electrons, the detector can be considered as a point 

detector fixed on optic axis, 𝑲𝑑 = 0, then 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲𝑑∙𝑹=1. Deriving from Equation 26, the intensity is: 

 
𝐼𝐵𝐹(𝑹0) = |∫ 𝜑(𝑹)𝑃(𝑹 − 𝑹0) d𝑹|

2

 

= |𝜑(𝑹0) ⊗ 𝑃(𝑹0)|2 Equation 28 

This equation is for the scanned bright-field image and the intensity on each point differs as the 

probe scanning over the specimen. This equation and the similar form of Equation 26 represent the 

coherent phase contrast imaging in STEM as the specimen transmission function 𝜑(𝑹0) is first 

convoluted with the probe function 𝑃(𝑹0) before squaring the modulus.  

2.3.2. Annular dark field imaging 

For an annular detector, starting from Equation 26 and introducing a detector function that has unity 

over the detector and zero outside, the image intensity becomes: 

 
𝐼𝐴𝐷𝐹(𝑹0) = ∫|𝑃(𝑲𝒅) ⊗ 𝜑(𝑲𝒅)|2 𝐷(𝑲𝑑)d𝑲𝑑 Equation 29 

As the detector function has no phase, it can be inserted inside the square to give: 

 
𝐼𝐴𝐷𝐹(𝑹0) = ∫|[𝑃(𝑲𝒅) ⊗ 𝜑(𝑲𝒅)]𝐷(𝑲𝑑)|2d𝑲𝑑 Equation 30 

If the central hole of the detector is much larger than the probe-forming aperture, i.e. 𝑲𝑑 ≫ 𝑲, 

(typically the inner detector radius is 3 times larger the aperture radius 16), the physical meaning is 

that all electron waves, no matter which wave factor 𝑲, incident onto the specimen plane have all 

scattered to high angle 𝑲𝑑 in detector plane, then the 𝑲 dependence of 𝜑(𝑲 − 𝑲𝒅) can be ignored 

and the detector function can be multiplied with 𝜑(𝑲𝒅) to give15: 
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𝐼𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐹(𝑹0) = ∫|𝑃(𝑲𝒅) ⊗ [𝜑(𝑲𝒅)𝐷(𝑲𝑑)]|2d𝑲𝑑 Equation 31 

Converting the integral 𝐼𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐹(𝑹0) to real space with respect to d𝑹: 

 
𝐼𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐷𝐹(𝑹0) = ∫|𝑃(𝑹 − 𝑹0)[𝜑(𝑹) ⊗ 𝐷(𝑹)]|2d𝑹 

= |𝑃(𝑹0)|2 ⊗ |𝜑(𝑹0) ⊗ 𝐷(𝑹0)|2 Equation 32 

This is the form for an incoherent image in HAADF mode. The detector function 𝐷(𝑹0) can be 

thought of as a high pass filter to detect only the sharp features (i.e. atoms) from high-angle 

components of the specimen transfer function 𝜑(𝑹0). The incoherence is due to probe amplitude 

function 𝑃(𝑹0)  being squared independently before the convolution with |𝜑(𝑹0) ⊗ 𝐷(𝑹0)|2 . 

HAADF imaging does not show contrast reversal and decays monotonically as a function of spatial 

frequency16.  

2.3.3. Infinite size detector 

For an infinite detector, in the case of elastic scattering, 𝑲𝑑 = ∞, then 𝑒−2𝜋𝑖𝑲𝑑∙𝑹 = 0. This condition 

results in no contrast for detection. This condition can be considered as all interference of electron 

waves has been summed, which also illustrates the necessity of using an annular detector with a 

hole in the middle.  
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3. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy has several acronyms such as EDX, EDXS or XEDS 

interchangeably used in the literature, or called energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA). In this thesis 

the acronym EDS is used for consistency. EDS is the result of inelastic scattering of the incident beam 

with the specimen. Nowadays, EDS is a popular technique to characterise elemental information in 

specimen using TEM due to the easier acquisition in practice than EELS and straightforward 

interpretation using commercial EDS software. This section starts with the origin of X-ray emission 

during electron-sample interaction and illustrates how the generated X-ray signals are detected in 

TEM. Afterwards, an explanation is given on X-ray detectors, followed by the demonstration of 

configuration of the detector inside the TEM. The section is concluded with a consideration of both 

qualitative and quantitative interpretation of EDS spectra.  

3.1. Physical origin of X-ray emission 

When an incoming electron from the incident beam penetrates through the outer conduction and 

valence bands of an atom in the specimen, two types of X-rays can be generated: Characteristic X-

rays and Bremsstrahlung X-rays. An X-ray can be considered as a photon in its particle nature and an 

electromagnetic wave in its wave nature. 

3.1.1. Characteristic X-rays 

Characteristic X-rays are generated in the process of the incoming electron interacting with the 

inner-shell electrons. 

Figure 3-1 illustrates the process of the emission of characteristic X-rays. When the incoming 

electron ejects an inner shell electron of a specimen atom, the atom has been ionised and leaves a 

hole in its shell. The hole will be filled by another electron from a more weakly bound shell. This 

electron transition releases energy, which can occur as the emission of a characteristic X-ray13.  
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Figure 3-1 Illustration of characteristic X-ray emission process 

Because the released energy of characteristic X-rays depends on the difference in the inner-shell 

energies and is unique to each atomic transition, we use characteristic X-rays to discriminate 

between elements in the sample. The monotonically decreasing characteristic X-ray wavelength 𝜆𝑥 

with increasing atomic number 𝑍 is described by Moseley’s law17: 

 
𝜆𝑥 =

𝐵

(𝑍 − 𝐶)2
 Equation 33 

Where 𝐵 and 𝐶 are constants.  

The energy of characteristic X-rays is also unique to different electron shells in the same atom. A 

specific X-ray is denoted, for example, as Cu Kα or Cu Kβ. In this denotation, Cu is the atom species, K 

is the shell where the electron has been ejected to leave a hole and α or β means the K-shell hole is 

filled by L-shell or M-shell electron, respectively6. The complete K, L, M characteristic X-rays are 

demonstrated in Figure 3-2, but not all these X-rays are detectable in STEM-EDS. Usually we only use 

K, L, M and α and β X-rays. 

In order to generate characteristic X-rays, an inner-shell electron bonded to an atom has to be 

ionised by an incoming electron beam above a certain energy. This energy is the critical ionisation 

energy 𝐸𝑐. As atomic number increases, inner-shell electrons are more strongly bound to the 

nucleus leading to higher 𝐸𝑐 for generating characteristic X-rays. However, the energy carried by the 

generated characteristic X-ray is slightly less than the required critical ionisation energy to generate 
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the X-ray. These differences are due to the atom is not returned completely to its ground state when 

the X-ray emitted6.  

 

Figure 3-2 All possible K, L and M characteristic X-rays. Reproduced from from 6. 

The probability of generating characteristic X-rays firstly depends on the successful ionisation of an 

atom. Because the ionised atom can also emit Auger electron instead of characteristic X-ray photon, 

the ratio of generating characteristic X-rays over Auger emissions also needs to be considered13.  

The probability of successful ionisation is described by the ionisation cross section18: 

 
𝜎𝑇 =

𝜋𝑒4𝑏𝑠𝑛𝑠

𝐸0𝐸𝑐
log (

𝑐𝑠𝐸0

𝐸𝑐
) Equation 34 

Where 𝑛𝑠 is the number of electrons in the ionised subshell, 𝑏𝑠 and 𝑐𝑠 are constants for that shell.  

Equation 34 shows the probability to generate an X-ray depends on the ratio of beam energy 𝐸0 and 

critical ionisation energy 𝐸𝑐. This ratio is usually more than 5 as 𝐸0 > 100 𝑘𝑒𝑉 and 𝐸𝑐 < 20 𝑘𝑒𝑉6. 

The probability of generating characteristic X-rays over Auger emissions is described as fluorescence 

yield19:  
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𝜔 =

𝑍4

𝑎 + 𝑍4
 Equation 35 

Where 𝑎 is a constant for the ionised shell.  

This equation demonstrates the significant dependence of characteristic X-ray intensity on the 

atomic number. So there is not much characteristic X-rays to detect for light elements and using 

EELS is preferred.  

3.1.2. Bremsstrahlung X-rays 

Bremsstrahlung X-rays, translated from German to English is “braking radiation”, also named as 

background or continuum X-rays, are generated when the incoming electron completely penetrates 

the sample atom’s electron shells and interacts with the Coulomb field of the nucleus. During the 

interaction, the incoming electron suffers a substantial change in momentum and may emit 

bremsstrahlung X-rays. Unlike the characteristic X-rays that the same atom only generates 

characteristic peaks at certain energies, bremsstrahlung X-ray can be generated in a wide range of 

energy, therefore bremsstrahlung X-rays usually cannot be used to discriminate elements. The 

intensity of bremsstrahlung X-rays, 𝑁, as a function of their energy 𝐸 is commonly described by 

Kramers’ law20: 

 
𝑁(𝐸) = 𝐾𝑍

(𝐸0 − 𝐸)

𝐸
 Equation 36 

Where 𝐾 is Kramers’ constant.  

The theoretical bremsstrahlung X-ray intensity therefore can be described as a hyperbola function of 

𝐸. At low X-ray energy range, smaller than ~2 keV, the calculated bremsstrahlung X-ray intensity is 

very high (as demonstrated as the dashed line in Figure 3-3). But this part of bremsstrahlung X-rays 

tend to be absorbed by specimen and detector materials, which results in a rapid drop of the 

detected bremsstrahlung to 0 (shown on the left of the Figure 3-3 as the solid lines.) As the X-ray 

energy increases and approaches the beam energy 𝐸0, the chance to generate bremsstrahlung X-
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rays decreases to 0. This anisotropic emission bremsstrahlung X-ray behaviour also means that EDS 

is more suitable to detect high Z elements where their characteristic X-rays are easier distinguished 

from the low background bremsstrahlung X-rays.  

 

Figure 3-3 The bremsstrahlung X-ray intensity as a function of energy. Reproduced from 6. 

3.2. Procedures to detect the X-ray signal in TEM 

When an X-ray photon enters the EDS detector made by semiconductor materials, the X-ray energy 

generates electrons within the semiconductor. These electrons in detector materials transfer from 

the valence band to the conduction band and create electron-hole pairs. The number of generated 

electron-hole pairs is proportional to the energy of the incoming X-ray. Typically, thousands of 

electron-hole pairs are generated from one incoming X-ray photon since the energy required for 

creating electron-hole pairs in Si is ~3.8 eV while the energy carried by the characteristic X-ray is 

usually above 1 keV6. After the creation of electron-hole pairs, the detector utilises an internal bias 

voltage to separate electrons and holes. The separated electrons result in a charge pulse, which is 

proportional to the incoming X-ray energy. The charge pulse is then converted to a voltage, enters a 

field-effect transistor (FET) preamplifier and is amplified and digitised. The finally digitised voltage is 

computed as one count for one incoming X-ray and this count is registered on the spectrum at the 

according X-ray energy. 
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When a collection of X-rays hits the detector, it requires processing time to allow the detector 

electronics to go through all the procedures abovementioned to digitise X-ray photons to counts on 

the spectrum. During the processing, the detector rejects any other incoming X-rays and therefore 

this processing time is also named as “dead time”. For a given time interval, for example, a dwell 

time that the beam stays on one pixel before it moves to another, dead time increases as count rate 

increases. We should aim to maximise count rate if energy resolution is not the concern. 

The above procedures only demonstrate the detection of one emission event of an X-ray photon. As 

the focused electron beam scans through an imaging area pixel by pixel, few to thousands of atoms 

(in 1-100nm) in the volume of the specimen at each pixel position can be ionized and emit X-ray 

photons, which results in the detection of many X-ray counts. Each count representing the same or 

different X-ray energies has been registered on the EDS spectrum accordingly. The final digitalised 

EDS spectrum at each pixel is a histogram of counts (on y-axis) versus energy (on x-axis), and “energy” 

is also digitalised as “channel” and normally each channel represents 5 or 10 eV.  

Recently, EDS data collection has shifted from point or line scan acquisition to spectrum imaging (SI). 

SI collects the full EDS spectrum at each scanned pixel, forms a 3D data cube for the mapping region 

where the third dimension is X-ray energy range. SI enables the complete data collection and the  

flexibility to analysis data after collection. The part of this advance is due to the higher EDS collection 

efficiency made by larger detectors21, so EDS detectors are described in the next section. 

3.3. Detectors 

Two mostly used detectors for EDS are Si(Li) detector and silicon drift detector (SDD) (Figure 3-4). 

The main part (middle grey area in Figure 3-4a) of the Si(Li) detector is made by Si with Li doping22. 

The Li doping produce intrinsic Si region with equal intrinsic electron and holes. So any additional 

electron or holes contributed by the incoming X-rays can be truthfully detected6. However, at the 

front and back side of the Si(Li) crystal the doping is not complete and may have to be covered by 

additional coating. Therefore, the front and back side of the detector act as dead layers to reduce 
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detector efficiency6. Another drawback inherent in Si(Li) detector design is the large anode (red 

region in Figure 3-4a) as it covers the whole back region of the detector. The large anode has large 

capacitance and leads to much slower throughput of counts than SDD23. Thermal noise is also more 

severe on large anode designed detector than it is for small anode SDD design. Liquid N2 cooling can 

alleviate the thermal noise problem but could form ice or hydrocarbon contamination layer on the 

front face of detector6.  

The SDD detector consists a large n-type Si crystal, concentric p-type Si rings and a small n-type 

anode. The major advance of SDD is the much smaller anode compared to Si(Li) detectors for charge 

collection 23 24, which reduces thermal noise and release the necessity of liquid nitrogen cooling25. In 

addition, the ring-like design of SDD enables a larger cathode to collect more incoming X-rays while 

maintains a small anode in the centre of concentric rings26, enables a much higher count rate output 

than Si(Li). Typically SDDs are thinner compared to Si(Li), however, it drops its detection efficiency 

when detecting X-ray energies above 10 keV 27. Easier manufacturing of SDD leads to the 

development of larger detector with collection angle of π sr28, annular detector 29 or multiple 

detectors systems 30,31 that also advances the total EDS detection efficiency.  

 

Figure 3-4 Schematic cross sections of EDS detectors. a) Si(Li) detector. b) SDD detector. 

The collection angle is the most important factor to assess detector performance. Detector 

collection angle is the solid angle subtended at the analysis point on the specimen by the detector 

area6. X-rays are generated isotropically over a whole sphere. Therefore, an ideal detector should 

collect all signals on this sphere and has a collection solid angle of 4π sr. However, the collection 
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angle Ω is constrained by the size of the detector 𝐴 and the distance between the detector and 

sample 𝐴 as  Ω =
𝐴

𝑆2. A larger detector could be beneficial to increase the collection angle. Since the 

free space in which the detector can be placed is mainly limited by the gap between the upper and 

lower pole piece, a larger detector usually requires a larger pole piece gap to retain the same 

detector-sample distance. Multi-detector systems are another way to increase total collection angle 

30,31. For example, Thermo Fisher’s ChemiSTEM technology uses four standard SDDs positioned on 

four corners of the polepiece and separated by 90°. The four-detector design increases the total 

collection solid angle to up to 0.9 sr. In addition, as Cs-corrected STEM becomes more popular, 

increasing the pole piece gap will not significantly reduce resolution, which allows larger detectors to 

be fitted closer to the specimen 7. 

3.4. Qualitative interpretation 

Although EDS has fairly high signal-to-background ratio for heavy elements and the qualitative 

identification of the presence of elements is straightforward, it is possible to misidentify spurious X-

rays as new findings. Therefore, the common artefacts present in EDS analysis are introduced here.  

3.4.1. EDS detector induced artefact X-rays 

Dead layers in the EDS detector are a source for various artefact EDS peaks. If the part of incoming X-

ray is blocked by the dead layer, it is called incomplete charge collection (ICC) and distorts perfect 

symmetric Gaussian peaks to an asymmetric peak with a tail at the low energy side. ICC happens 

especially on low energy X-rays and on Si(Li) detectors with thick dead layers.  

If the incoming X-rays fluoresce dead layer materials (mainly Si), it results in a small Si Kα peak in the 

final spectrum, named as the internal fluorescence peak. For a long acquisition time, there is always 

a Si K peak appearing eventually, but a thin dead layer for SDD should minimise the issue.  

If the incoming X-rays have higher energies than detector materials’ critical ionisation energy (e.g. Si), 

they can excite the intrinsic region of the detector and generate secondary Si Kα X-rays (1.74 keV). 
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When these small amounts of secondary Si Kα X-rays escape outside the dead layer and have not 

been collected by the detector, the original high energy X-rays will register its peak to a lower energy 

position to form an escape peak (1.74 keV lower for Si Kα detector). Thin dead layers on SDD in this 

case, however, is a disadvantage. Modern EDS acquisition/processing system should identify the 

lower energy escape peak and re-register it to its mother peak energy. 

The sum peak may appear at twice the energy of the major peak if the electronics cannot 

discriminate two incoming photons, especially when dead time is too high (over 60%)6. 

3.4.2. Post-specimen artefact X-rays 

As electrons pass through the optic axis in the microscope, not only the specimen but also other 

parts of microscope materials may be excited to form X-rays or electrons to be detected as false X-

ray signals.  

Stray X-rays, usually due to the interaction of the beam and the condenser apertures, fluoresce the 

high energy peaks more efficiently (high K/L ratio). A thick ‘top-hat’ shape aperture will reduce stray 

X-rays. Stray electrons coming from the poorly collimated electrons will excite low-energy peaks (low 

K/L ratio). Carefully choosing a C2 aperture to define beam and a CS-corrector will minimise this 

effect.  

Various sources of spurious X-rays can also be generated from post-specimen scattering. High angle 

backscattered electrons could strike the holder (Cu), the polepiece (Fe, Co), detector (Si and Pb) and 

the X-ray collimator (Zr), as well as the specimen away from the target analysing point to form 

specimen-characteristic spurious X-rays. Bremsstrahlung X-rays produced in the specimen will also 

fluoresce specimen and grid bar, especially at high tilt angle when perform tilt-series tomography. A 

wider pole piece gap and removing the cold finger tend to reduce the post-specimen scattering 

problems6.  
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3.5. Quantitative interpretation 

The quantification of STEM-EDS spectrum from a thin sample could provide sample composition and 

could achieve near atomic resolution32. There are two common methods used for EDS quantification 

in CTEM/STEM: the Cliff-Lorimer k-factor method33 and the Zeta-factor method34. Before introduce 

these methods, two important features of characteristic peaks for quantification, peak intensity and 

spectrum background are discussed below.  

3.5.1. Intensity 

The detected intensity of the characteristic X-ray signal for element A can be described as the 

multiplication of the total number of electrons incident on the sample (𝐷𝑒, i.e. beam current), the 

ionisation probability of one electron incident on the sample(𝑛𝐴𝑡𝑄𝐴), fluorescence yield (𝜔𝐴), 

relative transition probability (𝑎𝐴, i.e. relative line weights of α or β lines within the families) and 

total detection efficiency ((
𝛺

4𝜋
)𝜀𝐴) 13:  

 
𝐼𝐴 = 𝐷𝑒 ∙ 𝑛𝐴𝑡𝑄𝐴 ∙ 𝜔𝐴 ∙ 𝑎𝐴 ∙ (

𝛺

4𝜋
)𝜀𝐴 Equation 37 

For the ionisation probability, the 𝑛𝐴 is the density of atoms of element A within the sample, 𝑡 is the 

sample thickness and  𝑄𝐴 is the ionisation cross section. For the total detection efficiency, 𝛺 is the 

detector collection solid angle and 𝜀𝐴 is the detector efficiency. 

3.5.2. Background subtraction 

All intensities used for quantification are the integrated characteristic peaks on the EDS spectrum, 

which means the peak has to be separated firstly from the background bremsstrahlung. EDS 

background subtraction methods can be categorised into three: simple window-based, 

mathematical filtering and physical modelling.  

The simple window-based method first identifies the characteristic peak region with a window and a 

defined width on the energy axis. Then two background regions on both sides of the peak have been 
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picked, integrated intensities of the background windows are averaged and subtracted from the 

integrated intensity of the peak region. If the characteristic peaks are not overlapping and the 

background is not changing dramatically, for example the high energy characteristic peaks, this 

simple method works fairly well. 

As characteristic peaks show rapid variation on the spectrum and background varying slowly, a ‘top-

hat’ kernel can be convolved with the original spectrum to separate peaks and background35. The 

result is the second derivative of the original spectrum, with background intensity around 0 and the 

peak shape is almost unchanged but shifted vertically to negative values. Although negative values 

presented in the filtered spectrum has no physical meaning. 

Modelling background using Kramers’ law in Equation 36 and superimpose it with Gaussian-shaped 

characteristic peaks fits a smooth curve to the complete spectrum. This modelling is particularly 

useful if overlapped peaks require deconvolution and for low SNR spectra36. 

Advanced methods for background-peak separation include using multivariant statistical analysis 

(MSA)37. MSA involves scaling the spectrum to fulfil some statistical noise distribution assumption, 

followed by an eigenanalysis37,38. After MSA processing, spectrum can be represented by few linearly 

independent components to either reduce noise39 or describe specimen compositions40. For 

example, variants of MSA, the chemical components of Co@Fe3O4 core-shell nanoparticle has been 

successfully identified from EDS SI data without prior knowledge of nanoparticle chemistry40. But 

debate of using MSA for EDS quantification is ongoing41. The heavily processed spectrum is perhaps 

no longer quantitatively interpretable due to the physical nature of the signal and may not meet the 

mathematical requirements for MSA41. 

3.5.3. K-factor quantification method 

Cliff and Lorimer’s quantification method uses the intensity ratio of elements to calculate the weight 

fraction of the corresponding elements33. The ratio approach cancels out any variations in the 

microscope (historically the beam current is the major instability). For example, if there are two 
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elements of interest A and B, with known intensities (𝐼𝐴 and 𝐼𝐵), the weight percentages of both 

elements (𝐶𝐴 and 𝐶𝐵) can be calculated using Equation 38: 

 𝐶𝐴

𝐶𝐵
= 𝑘𝐴𝐵

𝐼𝐴

𝐼𝐵
 

𝐶𝐴 =
𝑘𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐴

𝐼𝐵 + 𝑘𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐴
 

𝐶𝐵 =
𝑘𝐴𝐵𝐵

𝐼𝐴 + 𝑘𝐴𝐵𝐼𝐵
 

Equation 38 

The key term here is the Cliff-Lorimer k-factor 𝑘𝐴𝐵. The k-factor is not a constant and relative to the 

combination of any two elements, it can be determined either by experiments or by calculation from 

first principles. We usually determine a list of k-factors for all elements by comparing to a standard 

(e.g. Silicon 𝑘𝑠𝑖) as:  

 
𝑘𝐴𝑠𝑖 =

𝑘𝐴

𝑘𝑠𝑖
 

𝑘𝐴𝐵 =
𝑘𝐴𝑠𝑖

𝑘𝐵𝑠𝑖
 

Equation 39 

The experimental determination of k-factors is the most accurate way42. In theory, the method 

requires multiple multi-element thin samples with known composition (𝐶𝐴,  𝐶𝐵, 𝑒𝑡𝑐.) to work out the 

unknown 𝑘𝐴𝐵  after measuring intensities (𝐼𝐴,  𝐼𝐵, 𝑒𝑡𝑐.) from microscope. In practice, however, 

tedious repeated measurements and careful precautions such as sample thinning mean this method 

is rarely used.  

The calculated k-factors via Equation 40 are widely used although they are not as accurate as 

experimental determined values37.  

 
𝑘𝐴𝐵 =

(𝑄𝜔𝑎𝜀)𝐵𝐴𝐴

(𝑄𝜔𝑎𝜀)𝐴𝐴𝐵
 

Equation 40 

Where subscripts denotes elements A and B, 𝐴𝐴 is the atomic weight of element A. 
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The Equation 40 demonstrates that k-factor varies with accelerating voltage (affects 𝑄), atomic 

numbers (affects 𝜔, 𝑎 and 𝐴) and detector (affects 𝜀). 

3.5.4. Zeta-factor quantification method 

As modern microscopes have much more stable beam currents, the Zeta-factor approach have 

gained increasing interest34,43,44. This approach assumes the mass-thickness (𝜌𝑡) of the thin film 

sample is proportional to the characteristic X-ray intensity of an element A normalised by the 

composition and the total number of electrons incident on the sample34,43, as Equation 41: 

 
𝐶𝐴 = 𝜁𝐴

𝐼𝐴

𝜌𝑡𝐷𝑒
 

𝐶𝐴 =
𝜁𝐴𝐼𝐴

𝜁𝐴𝐼𝐴 + 𝜁𝐵𝐼𝐵
 

𝐶𝐵 =
𝜁𝐵𝐼𝐵

𝜁𝐴𝐼𝐴 + 𝜁𝐵𝐼𝐵
 

𝜌𝑡 =
𝜁𝐴𝐼𝐴 + 𝜁𝐵𝐼𝐵

𝐷𝑒
 

Equation 41 

Where 𝜌 is the sample density.  

The major advantage of zeta-factors when performing experimental determination is it only requires 

pure-element reference sample with known thickness rather than a multi-element standard, 

therefore the well-established pure-element standard approach developed for bulk analysis in the 

electron probe microanalyser can be applied 34. In addition, the mass-thickness map (𝜌𝑡) can be 

simultaneously measured using Equation 41.  

The theoretical expression of 𝜁𝐴 is given in Equation 42: 
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𝜁𝐴  =

𝐴𝐴

𝑁𝑉
𝛺

4𝜋
(𝑄𝜔𝑎𝜀)𝐴

 
Equation 42 

Where the only new parameter 𝑁𝑉  is Avogadro’s constant. If we take the ratio of 𝜁𝐴 and 𝜁𝐵 and 

combines with Equation 40, the following equation shows the relationship between k-factor and 

zeta-factor34: 

 𝜁𝐴  = 𝑘𝐴𝐵𝜁𝐵 Equation 43 

This relationship permits the conversion of a series of k-factors into zeta-factors by measuring only 

one zeta-factor, such as a standard Si K.  
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4. Three-dimensional reconstruction using STEM 

4.1. Introduction to principles of 3D reconstruction from 2D 

projections 

As an electron beam passes through a 3D specimen, information about the specimen parallel to the 

electron beam direction is integrated and therefore images collected in the STEM are only 2D 

projections of the 3D object. If the specimen consists of complex structure, a single 2D projection 

may not be able to reveal the real 3D configuration, this is where 3D reconstruction plays a role.  

The first few examples of using TEM to do 3D reconstruction was demonstrated on biological 

macromolecules at late 1960s 45. The earlier works of the 3D reconstruction starts from the idea of 

demonstrating a set of montage images collected from different views of the same specimen 46. 

Subsequently, the 3D structure of the tail of bacteriophage T4 has been reconstructed 47. Although in 

this work only one electron micrograph was used for reconstruction due to a helical symmetry 

imposed, De Rosier and Klug detailed general principles of obtaining a 3D structure without high 

symmetry 47 by tilting and imaging the same specimen multiple times. This method is nowadays 

often referred to as electron tomography (ET), or TS-ET.  

However, as the biological specimen are sensitive to electron beam, using TS acquisition scheme, the 

same specimen sees electron multiple times and suffers more beam damage or lower SNR per frame. 

Idea of averaging many identical macromolecules were developed to alleviate these issues for better 

images by taking advantage of facts that many macromolecules are identical 48–50. Thus, as these 

identical macromolecules are randomly orientation on a support, imaging them only once results in 

a collection of projections from different view which can be 3D reconstructed. This approach has 

been referred to as single particle reconstruction (SPR), or single particle analysis.  
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Nowadays, in physical science, TS-ET is still the mainstream for 3D reconstruction probably because 

not many repeated identical specimens were available and physicists are more interested to unique 

phenomenon. Whilst SPR are predominantly used in structural biology and cryo-EM community. 

Nevertheless, both techniques share common principles of using 2D projections to reconstruct the 

3D information of the object. 

The mathematical principles of projecting a 3D object to a set of 2D projections is established by 

Radon back in 191751. Radon transform describes the relationship between an n dimensional object 

and its n-1 dimensional projections. For example, for a 2D object 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), its 1D projections 

projected from any direction 𝐿 can be described as the Radon transform 𝑅 of the 2D object, i.e. 𝑅𝑓, 

which is the line integral through the projection direction 𝐿.  

 

𝑅𝑓 = ∫ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑠

𝐿

 

Equation 44 

Where 𝑑𝑠 is the unit length of 𝐿. 

After Radon transformation, i.e. forward projection, the Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 4-1 a) 

of the original object in the form of (𝑥, 𝑦) becomes a Radon coordinate system (Figure 4-1 b) in the 

form of (𝑙, 𝜃), and a point in Cartesian space becomes a “sine-form” line in Radon space described as 

𝑙 = 𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃 − 𝜑), which is often termed as sinogram. The angle 𝜃 is usually termed as “projection 

angle”.  

Extending the abovementioned example to 3D space, the projection direction 𝐿 can be explicitly 

described as (𝜃, 𝜓, 𝜔), or altitude, azimuth and in-plane rotation angles (illustrated in Figure 4-1 c). 

For a single axis TS-ET, the tilt axis of the object is fixed on the x-y plane, the projection direction can 

be described use only one angle 𝜃, which is usually recorded by microscope goniometer. By contrast, 

for SPR, as each particle is randomly oriented, to describe its projection direction requiring to obtain 

all three altitude, azimuth and in-plane rotation angles. 
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of a small dot in (a) Cartesian coordinates becomes a sinogram in (b) Radon 

space. (c) Three angles explicitly describe a projection direction in 3D real space.  

The Radon transform that describes forward projection process from a n dimensional object to a n-1 

dimensional projection is a real space operation. The Fourier slice theorem52 (also termed as 

“projection slice theorem” or “central section theorem”) extends the operation to Fourier space. The 

theorem states that a projection of an object from a projection angle is mathematically equal to a 

slice in the 3D Fourier transform of that object at the same angle.  

4.1.1. Backprojection  

As Radon transform and Fourier slice theorem implied, the 3D reconstruction from a set of 2D 

projections can be considered as an inverse Radon transformation or perform the inverse 3D Fourier 

transform if the Fourier space were filled by slices of the Fourier transform of the 2D projections. 
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The former is named real space backprojection and the latter is name direct Fourier space 

reconstruction.  

During real space backprojection, intensity in each pixel on every projection image has been linearly 

added into a 3D volume along a ray at same forward projection direction. As many rays from 

different directions backprojected and intercepted at 3D, possible locations of the original objection 

can be revealed (Figure 4-2 a-c).  

 

Figure 4-2 Illustrations of backprojection and Fourier central slice theorem. (a-c), backprojection 

using different number of projections to reconstruction object. (d) Fourier central slice and the 

missing wedge is shown in red. Light blue circle indicate oversampling region while dark blue circle 

region is under-sampled.   
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In Fourier space, if there is more space to be filled by Fourier slices of the 2D projections, the quality 

of the reconstruction will be improved (Figure 4-2 d). The filling slices in Fourier space also 

demonstrates two phenomenon: 1) space that is not filled by slices account for reconstruction 

artefacts, especially the “missing wedge” of information at high tilt in TS-ET results stretching of the 

reconstruction at same directions; 2) more space is filled at low frequency (close to the origin of 

Fourier space) than high frequency, which results oversampling at low frequency and under 

sampling at high frequency. A simple backprojection reconstruction without considering this 

nonuniform sampling would results blurred final reconstruction. Therefore, a ramp filter acted as a 

weighting function is often applied to either the Fourier space of 2D projections or to the final 

reconstruction. This method is known as weighed backprojection (WBP).  

Simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) is one of the mostly used reconstruction 

method53. In this method, at each iteration, all experimental projections are compare with the 

corresponding reprojections from the reconstruction to provide differences at each orientation, then 

these differences are averaged, backprojected and multiplied with previous reconstruction for next 

iteration until there is no noticeable difference between reprojections and experimental projections. 

The precedent algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) only calculates the difference between 

experimental projection and reprojection at one orientation and update this difference to 

recalculate the reconstruction before next iteration 54. SIRT usually outperforms ART at the presence 

of small amount of noise54. 

4.1.2. Advanced reconstruction techniques 

The Radon transform and its inverse transformation assume intensity of the 3D object is linearly 

integrated onto 2D projection. A more general assumption for 3D reconstruction, also known as 

projection requirement, is that the projection intensity should be at least a monotonic function of 

some property of the 3D object. This assumption usually holds for HAADF 55, EDS 56 and EELS 55 signal. 

Nevertheless, altering the linear Radon transform to a non-linear model based transformation allows 
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more accurate reconstruction57, for examples, utilising knowledges of experimental signal 

generation parameters for atomic HAADF 3D reconstruction 58, absorption correction for EDS 

tomography 59 and excitation of surface plasmons for EELS tomography 60. 

As data acquisition for 3D reconstruction is discrete, as well as in certain conditions projections can 

be presented as only a number of intensity values 61, such sparse nature can be explored to utilise 

compressive sensing based reconstruction 62,63 to reduce tilt range 64 or produce more faithful 

reconstruction 65.  

The oversampling in low frequency reciprocal space can explored to minimise the interpolation 

between real and reciprocal space during iterative refinements to increase reconstruction quality 66, 

which algorithm also demonstrate atomic resolution 3D reconstruction for TS-ET data 67,68. 
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4.2. Data acquisition 

4.2.1. TS-ET 

Tilt-series electron tomography is usually performed by rotating the specimen holder around a single 

axis and acquires one image at each tilt angle, with tilt range typically around ±50° to ±80° and 

angular increments between 1° and 10°. 

The region of interest for TS-ET usually remains smaller than the field of view, so only one image 

needs to be taken at each tilt. When wider specimens are imaged (the width perpendicular to tilt 

axis and beam direction), at high tilt angle the regions away from tilt axis suffer more focus change. 

A dynamic focus mode varies focus as beam scan from over focus region to under focus region 

would be helpful for this situation 69. Another way to increase the size of the region of interest, 

without losing resolution, is to perform a small tilt range TS-ET on each sub-region. This method is 

recently be applied on a two-dimensional MoS2 materials and achieved 3D atomic resolution70. But 

this method may be only applicable to 2D materials as it requires the specimen is thin enough so the 

TS-ET performed on adjacent regions is not shadowed.  

The maximum tilt range is limited by the combination of location of sample on the TEM grid, the 

spacing between TEM grid bars, the holder geometry and space between polepieces of the 

microscope 56. If the maximum tilt range is exceeded, either the holder will touch the polepieces or a 

reduction of detected signals 56. Excepting these hardware limits, the maximum tilt range and 

angular increments are mainly limited by the beam tolerance of the specimen and the available 

microscope session time. For a fixed dose budget, the reconstruction quality is found to exhibit no 

significant difference by either by reducing pixel dwell time or beam current to acquire low SNR 

image per tilt or increase tilt angular increments 71. Despite this claim from recent research, the 

choice of reconstruction algorithm may also effect the choice of tilt angular increments and dose per 

tilt image. If the reconstruction algorithm is designed to enhance low SNR images 64, finer tilt annular 

increments but low dose per tilt image may be outperformed than other reconstructions.  
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Standard single tilt holder has limited maximum tilt range smaller than ±90° results in an artefact in 

reconstruction termed as “missing wedge” problem 72. Special holders such as a dual-axis tilt holder 

can reduce the “missing wedge” to “missing pyramid” 73. Combining an on-axis tomography holder 

with a needle shaped sample can achieve a full 180° rotation 74,75. 

In addition to equally spaced angular increments, varied tilt steps are also reported such as using 

smaller tilt increments at high tilt angles 76 or using equally-sloped angular increments 77,78. But these 

methods have not been widely used, perhaps due to the questionable reconstruction quality 

improvements 79 versus practical difficulties of varying tilt steps. 

In STEM, HAADF, EDS and EFTEM/EELS are three main signal types and all of them have been 

explored for the 3D imaging of nanoparticles using TS-ET method. Therefore each imaging mode is 

outlined in next three sections.  

4.2.1.1. Imaging mode: HAADF 

When TS-ET initially gain attention by the field of material science, the use of BF-TEM signals (used 

for TS-ET in biology) had been realised to be unsuitable for many crystalline materials specimens due 

to diffraction contrast. Instead, HAADF signal with highly monotonic intensity relationship to atomic 

number demonstrates it advantage of more truthful reconstruction in TS-ET 55,80,81. HAADF TS-ET was 

first used to study the interior mesopores in heterogeneous catalysts 55,80, then extended to the 

identify the embedded heavy metal nanoparticles on a light element support 80,82,83. Because the Z-

contrast mechanism of HAADF signal, distinguish high Z metal nanoparticles from low Z support in 

HAADF TS-ET is relatively easy even with the presence of reconstruction artefacts. This leads to the 

widespread qualitative use of HAADF TS-ET to identify the relative location between loading 

nanoparticles and its support. This study has covered a wide range of supported nanocatalysts 

including carbon 84,85, silica 86,87, alumina 88 and titania 89,90. HAADF TS-ET can also be used to qualitive 

identify the existence of discrete elemental segregation, such as characterising core-shell 91 or Janus 

nanoparticles 92. Quantitative interpretation of HAADF TS-ET including indexing the exposed 
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nanoparticle facets 93,94, surface area 95 and dispersion 96. Combined with the state-of-art microscope, 

sophisticate image processing and advanced reconstruction algorithm, atomic resolution HAADF TS-

ET were also realised 67,68,97–99. 

4.2.1.2. Imaging mode: EDS 

.HAADF TS-ET is usually limited to distinguish two well separated elements while EDS TS-ET has 

potential to characterise more elements simultaneously as long as sufficient signals were collected. 

EDS TS-ET is also efficient for thick specimens while HAADF TS-ET often assume a standard “thin foil” 

thickness. As tilting to high angle, increased effective specimen thickness up to three times in the 

beam direction are further enhance the utility of EDS TS-ET. 

However, the usage of EDS TS-ET has not been widely reported until last five years. The major 

practical difficulty is that the EDS detector are heavy shadowed by the penumbra of the holder when 

tilted 56,100. Conventional single EDS detector designs usually mount the detector slightly above the 

specimen and the most efficient EDS acquisition are achieve by tilting the holder to 15°-20°. The 

varable EDS collection efficiency at other tilts, combined with small EDS detector solid angle restricts 

the quality of TS data collected in earlier works 100.   

The low detection efficiency of EDS signals also results the usage of high electron dose and long 

acquisition time. Developments in both hardware and software are ongoing to alleviate these issues 

since the first report of EDS TS-ET on FeAl alloy buried with yttrium and zirconium nanoparticles 100.  

Larger detector or multiple detector designs 30,31 increase the total collection solid angle from 0.1 – 

0.3 sr to 0.7 – 0.9 sr, which in general is beneficial to all EDS acquisition usages and not limited to TS-

ET. Specifically for EDS TS-ET, the symmetric multiple detector design prevents the severe loss of 

detected counts when tilting the holder to the opposite direction of the detector. High brightness 

electron source and aberration corrector increase beam current without loss of resolution again 

increases EDS signal to background. Slater et al. shows that if detector efficiency at each tilt angle 

can be experimentally measured, applying this calibration to vary acquisition time while tilting 
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specimen could results same counts for each tilt and better reconstruction 56. Advanced 

reconstruction algorithms such as compressive sensing 63 or hybrid reconstruction 101 utilising 

simultaneously acquired HAADF and EDS signals can reduce beam damage and acquisition time and 

increase reconstruction quality, which are discussed further in previous section. 

Except the usage of EDS TS-ET in semiconductor industry to detail the chemistry on transistors 102–104 

and to inform failure analysis 105, EDS TS-ET is becoming well recognised in chemical science. Earlier 

applications of EDS TS-ET on nanoparticles were used to identify elemental segregation for a single 

nanoparticle 106,107. Later, more researches are focus on imaging multiple bimetallic nanoparticles as 

synthesised or tested at different conditions to link the elemental segregation to different synthesis 

routes 108,109 or sample compositions110, or oxidation conditions 111,112. Quantitively interpreting EDS 

intensity as atomic percentage are also demonstrated on a CdZnO nanowire 44 and metal-organic 

framework 113.  

4.2.2. SPR  

Single particle reconstruction relies on averaging many identical but randomly oriented units to 

enhance SNR and to provide a mean 3D structure for a whole population or a subgroup of the 

population. SPR are predominantly used for imaging biological specimens inside cryogenic electron 

microscopes (cryo-EM). The biological specimen is highly sensitive to electron beam, a common dose 

limit for damaging specimen is about 10-30 e-/Å114, thus usually 105 to 106 individual 

macromolecules were imaged and average to obtain high resolution images while not destroy 

individual repeating units. As many sample preparation techniques used for SPR are less relevant to 

material science specimens and non-cryo TEMs, thus these steps are only brief introduced and this 

section is mainly focused on common techniques have potential to be applied on material science.  

Before imaging a specimen in an electron microscope, macromolecular objects are usually first 

purified through a biochemical means to increase conformation and composition homogeneity 115. 

Then the purified specimen maintained in water is deposited on TEM grid, a tweezer holds the grid 
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to allow a “plunge-and-freeze” into liquid nitrogen to freeze specimen and vitrify water solution to 

amorphous ice layer 115,116. The frozen macromolecules maintain their fully hydrated form and then 

reduce radiation damage from electron beam. The vast majority of SPR works utilise BF-TEM signals 

as it is more dose efficient than STEM signals. BF-TEM images of macromolecules usually highly 

defocused to increase the visibility of each particle and ease the later image processing such as 

particle finding and classification 117. As hundreds of thousands particles need to be collected, 

automated image collection is key for a modern SPR workflow. Many software packages are 

available to integrate with microscope for automated acquisition 118. The automated software works 

intuitively and iteratively through the following steps: 1)begin with capturing low magnification 

survey images to including many squares on TEM grid; 2) zoom in to intermediate magnification to 

identify holes on the support carbon film; 3) further zoom in to single particle resolvable 

magnification to capture images where particles stay on the hole to avoid support film; 4) move to 

next region and record image, until the movement beyond the size of previously captured position, 

then go back to previous magnification and redo the procedures. 

Recently, the development of direct electron detector (DED) enables the detection of a single 

electron 119. Such superior detective quantum efficiency comparing to CCD camera revolutionise the 

resolution of SPR works 120,121. The use of DED not only dramatically improve image quality, but also 

allows a stack of images to be recorded instead of a single image using same amount of electrons so 

movement of molecules during acquisition can be aligned and corrected for afterwards 122. Adding a 

phase plates at the back focal plane of the objective lens can also be used to increase image contrast 

without introducing defocus 123, but practical alignments still remain difficult 124. Beside the majority 

use of cryo-TEM and bright field signals, using cryo-STEM and ADF signals for SPR has recently 

demonstrate the ability to detect Zn and Fe atoms in protein125.  

Other averaging based techniques rooted in cryo-EM community for 3D reconstruction of biological 

units including random conical tilt 126 and subtomogram averaging 127 (or termed as single particle 
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tomography 128). Random conical tilt is similar to SPR but imaging same region twice, one at 0° tilt 

and another at high tilt. By finding particles with same azimuth and altitude orientation but different 

random in-plane rotation in first tilt image, the paired particle at second tilt can be arranged as a 

conical tilt series covers the complete 360° range with random azimuth angle. An extension to this 

method named orthogonal tilt reconstruction 129, which imaging same region twice at ±45° so the 

angle range of the “missing wedge” inherent in the random conical tilt method is reduced from 90° 

minus the high tilt angle to 0°. Subtomogram averaging performs a full tilt series for a field of view 

containing many identical particles and averaging the 3D reconstructed particles into one. Because 

particle orientations determined in these two methods do not require any presumption or searching, 

they are often used to create ab initio 3D model for SPR.  
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4.3. Data alignment 

4.3.1. TS-ET 

During the acquisition of TS data, the region of interest usually undergoes translational shifts in the 

plane perpendicular to the beam, which is the image shift alignment issue. In addition, the tilt axis 

may not coincide with the central line of the imaged region, which is the tilt axis alignment issue.  

To align image shift, for a single axis TS-ET data, the most straightforward way is to perform cross 

correlation between two adjacent tilts as they are the most similar image pair. Middle tilt image or 0° 

tilt image is often used as a reference, and cross correlation of neighbouring images proceeds to 

both side of the tilt directions130. A “common line” method can also be used to align image shift131, 

which utilises the Fourier slice theorem that a common line can be found on all Fourier form of 2D 

projections if they come from a same 3D object. Another kind of image shift alignments is based on 

fiducial markers 132 that is commonly used for biological specimen due to low contrast and low SNR 

of the as-collected TS images. In additional to abovementioned major issue of rigid translational 

shifts, non-rigid deformation of images such as shearing due to the sample drift during STEM 

acquisition could also be corrected133.  

For tilt axis alignment, a commonly used method is using an iterative manner to minimise “arc” 

artefacts present on slices of the quick 3D reconstruction at each iteration134. As demonstrated in 

Figure 4-3, if the tilt axis is misaligned, the reconstruction shows smearing artefacts and inspecting 

these arcs from three slices can be used to indicate tilt axis misalignments. If the tilt axis is shifted 

(Figure 4-3 b,c), all three arcs will present on the tilt axis shifted side. If the tilt axis is rotated, middle 

slice will not show significant arc feature but arcs will present on the opposite side of left and right 

slices. 
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It is also reported that downshifting background intensity 135,136 or applying a mask on 2D projections 

71 reduces the contribution of background intensities to the reconstruction increase the final 

reconstruction quality.  

 

Figure 4-3 Illustration of the tilt axis alignment method. (a) Tilt axis well aligned. (b) Tilt axis shifted 

20 pixels. (c) Tilt axis shifted -20 pixels. (d) Tilt axis rotated 10°. (e) Tilt axis rotated -10°. In projection 

column, yellow lines represent tilt axis and green lines represent slice positions. In slice columns, 

dashed white curve represent arc artefacts indicating the tilt axis misalignments. The sample 

represented here is a 30 nm Pt nanoparticle, supplied by Dr Chris Batchelor-McAuley (University of 

Oxford) 
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4.3.2. SPR 

After acquisition of thousands images containing hundreds of thousands individual particles, firstly 

all particles need to be selected into small boxes (usually few hundreds of pixels in width) so later 

image processes are performed on each small images that containing ideally only one particle. Then, 

all particles are grouped into classes according to the similarity so particles in each class represent 

the same projection from a unique orientation. All particles within the same class are then averaged 

to enhance SNR and the averaged images are used to search orientation angles for the 3D 

reconstruction. Each of these procedures is detailed in the next few sections. 

4.3.2.1. Particle picking 

In the as-collected micrograph, hundreds of “good” particles may present, but “bad” particles 

showing fracture parts and non-macromolecular objects such as contamination are also present, as 

well as plausible particles that are unsure whether it is a good particle imaged at rare orientations or 

a bad particle. Methods to select individual particles from micrographs can be done in manual, semi-

automated or fully automated manner.  

In very early works, where only tens to hundreds of particles were used for averaging, manual 

selection is used 137. A trained eye can outperform many automated algorithms to discriminate 

particles from non-particles, but human may focus on more familiar views and omit less presented 

orientations.  

In semi-automated approaches, software or algorithms pre-pick particle candidates and leave 

human to judge whether or not to include the candidate as a particle for further study. The initial 

pre-picking is usually done by simple contrast enhancement on particles such as using low-pass 

filtering 138 or the difference of Gaussian filtering 139 to bring the intensity of particles above 

background and set a threshold value to accept the region if its intensity above the threshold. 

Fully automated approaches often combines classification with statistical analysis to reject picked 

region if it only contains features not exist on true particles 140–142, or utilises template-based 
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matching to select particles match simulated projections from a known low resolution 3D model 143–

145.  

4.3.2.2. Classification 

Picked individual particles show low SNR and require averaging many well-aligned identical particles 

to boost SNR for 3D reconstruction.  

Most classification methods use multi-reference alignment 146–148 based on the principle of k-means 

clustering. The method runs iteratively as following: 1) select k number of initial templates; 2) align 

all particles to each template and assign particles to their most similar template group; 3) update 

templates by averaging all particles assigned to them and repeat the previous step until each group 

show maximum dissimilarity. Many variants of clustering methods are also explored to increase 

performance 149,150, in particular to alleviate a “group collapse” problem, which cause low SNR 

images in a less populous group to be wrongly assigned to a high SNR template and eventually the 

less populous groups are not recognised.  

4.3.2.3. Assign orientation 

Because all particles are randomly oriented, the position of each particle projection respect to its 3D 

structure can be described by five parameters: azimuth angles, altitude angles, in-plane rotation 

angles, X translational shift and Y translational shift. After classification, two translational shifts are 

aligned and the remaining three unknown parameters define the orientation used for 3D 

reconstruction. Solving orientations for each averaged image is based on an iterative projection 

matching between averaged images and reference projections generated from an initial 3D model.  

The projection matching can be considered as an variant of the k-means algorithm 151: k number of 

initial templates are k number of projections from initial 3D model; and updating templates can be 

done by reconstructing a new 3D model and re-generating template projections. The iteration stops 

if a metric of quality of the reconstruction do not improve. Such assessments of reconstruction 

quality are detailed in the next section 4.4. 
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The initial 3D model can be obtained by experimental methods such as random conical tilt and 

subtomogram averaging methods described in section 4.2.2, or by computational approaches. In 

extreme case, random orientations can be assigned to experimental images to produce an initial 3D 

model 152–154, then iteratively improve orientation assignments by template matching experimental 

images with new generated projections from the 3D model and update assigned orientations and 3D 

model. But this approach is high computing expensive and time consuming.  

Another branch of projection matching is based on maximum likelihood 155–157. During orientation 

assignment, each experimental image is not assigned by only one orientation but a set of 

orientations with weighting factors based on the similarity between experimental images and 

templates. The maximum likelihood estimation could overcome the bias introduced by a starting 

reference 117,155 but requires more computing power.  
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4.4. Resolution for 3D reconstruction 

The resolution for 3D reconstruction is depending on many factors. In materials science and 

applications of TS-ET, the ultimate minimal resolve distance for a simple backprojected 

reconstruction derived by Crowther 52 is: 

 
𝑑𝑥 = 𝑑𝑧 =

𝜋𝐷

𝑁
 

Equation 45 

Where 𝑑𝑥 is perpendicular to the tilt axis and 𝑑𝑧 is parallel to beam direction, 𝐷 is the diameter of 

the reconstructed volume and 𝑁 is the number of projections.  

However, due to “missing wedge” problem along the beam direction, minimal resolvable distance 𝑑𝑧 

is elongated by a factor 𝑒𝑥𝑧 as a function of the maximum tilt angle 𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 72: 

 

𝑒𝑥𝑧 = √
𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

Equation 46 

For a maximum tilt angle of 75°, 𝑑𝑧 is elongated by a factor of 1.2. However, when reconstruction is 

performed by iterative methods such as SIRT or other advanced reconstruction techniques, this 

elongation values can only serve as an estimation and direct measurement of the size of minimal 

resolvable features on the finial reconstruction should be used 97,158,159.  

In the field of biology and the reconstruction using SPR approach, resolution is often tested by a 

approach named Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 160,161. In order to perform FSC, raw data of 

thousands of particles should be split in two halves and perform independent reconstructions for 

both halves. Then in the 3D Fourier space, from low frequency to high frequency, the shell of two 

half reconstructions are cross correlated and the similarity is plotted as a function of frequency in 

reciprocal space. When the similarity falls below an arbitrary threshold such as 0.5, the frequency at 

this similarity level is considered as the reconstruction resolution. Despite its simplicity in theory and 
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the widespread use, debating is ongoing such as the choice of the similarity threshold 162, using 

single representative value versus a 3D threshold volume 163,164.  
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5. Imaging 3D elemental inhomogeneity in Pt-Ni 

nanoparticles using spectroscopic single particle 

reconstruction 

5.1. Introduction 

The work presented in this chapter demonstrates the first realisation of utilising SPR approach on 

inorganic nanoparticles in combination with EDS spectroscopic signals for 3D elemental 

quantification. Compared to conventional tilt series EDS tomography, the new spectroscopic SPR 

approach presented here results two orders of magnitude reduction of electron fluence imaged on 

the specimen. The spectroscopic SPR approach reveals PtNi nanocatalysts possess a Pt-rich core, a 

Ni-rich hollow octahedral intermediate shell and a Pt-rich rhombic dodecahedral skeleton 

framework with less Pt at <100> vertices. 

Dr Sarah Haigh and Dr Thomas Slater conceived the idea and supervised the project. Dr Thomas 

Slater and I acquired the HAADF-STEM and EDS data presented in this chapter. Dr Gerard Leteba and 

Dr Candace Lang synthesised nanoparticles. Dr Alan Roseman advised on the preliminary SPR 

reconstruction results and commented on final manuscript. Dr Christopher Race wrote preliminary 

python scripts and I modified his scripts to visualise the atomic arrangement of PtNi nanoparticles 

presented in Figure 4 in this chapter. Dr Neil Young and Dr Angus Kirkland performed preliminary 

TEM characterisation and results are shown in this chapter. Dr Sarah Haigh, Dr Thomas Slater and I 

cowrite the manuscript. The rest of the work demonstrated in this chapter has been done by myself.  

The results of this project were published in Nano Letters in 2019. The original manuscript for 

“Imaging 3D elemental inhomogeneity in Pt-Ni nanoparticles using spectroscopic single particle 
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reconstruction” is presented below. The associated supplementary information is provided directly 

following the manuscript. 

Publication details: Wang, Y. C., Slater, T.J., Leteba, G.M., Roseman, A.M., Race, C.P., Young, N.P., 

Kirkland, A.I., Lang, C.I. and Haigh, S.J., (2019). Imaging Three-Dimensional Elemental 

Inhomogeneity in Pt–Ni Nanoparticles Using Spectroscopic Single Particle Reconstruction. Nano 

Letters, 19(2), 732-738. (DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b03768) 

  

https://pubs-acs-org.manchester.idm.oclc.org/doi/full/10.1021/acs.nanolett.8b03768
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Abstract 

The properties of nanoparticles are known to critically depend on their local chemistry but 

characterising three dimensional (3D) elemental segregation at the nanometre scale is highly 

challenging. Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) tomographic imaging is one of the 

few techniques able to measure local chemistry for inorganic nanoparticles but conventional 

methodologies often fail due to the high electron dose imparted. Here, we demonstrate realisation 

of a new spectroscopic single particle reconstruction approach built on a method developed by 

structural biologists. We apply this technique to the imaging of PtNi nanocatalysts and find new 

evidence of a complex inhomogeneous alloying with a Pt-rich core, a Ni-rich hollow octahedral 

intermediate shell and a Pt-rich rhombic dodecahedral skeleton framework with less Pt at <100> 

vertices. The ability to gain evidence of local surface enrichment that varies with the crystallographic 

orientation of facets and vertices is expected to provide significant insight towards the development 

of nanoparticles for sensing, medical imaging and catalysis. 

 

Nanoparticles (NPs) are crucially important in many scientific fields, from inorganic particles1,2 in 

catalysis, plasmonics and medical imaging, to proteins3 in cellular processes. These nanoparticles 

may have complex morphologies and compositional disorder, both of which contribute to their 

properties. Electron microscopy is a valuable tool to characterise the structure and chemistry of 

individual NPs. However, conventional (scanning) transmission electron microscope ((S)TEM) 

imaging measures two dimensional (2D) projections of 3D objects, which often prevents the 

interpretation of complex 3D elemental distributions because chemical information is integrated in 

the third dimension. 

There are several established acquisition schemes for 3D characterisation of individual NPs in the 

(S)TEM.4–13 Tilt-series electron tomography (ET), in particular, has become a common acquisition 
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method in 3D imaging for materials science. The tilt-series ET approach is similar to X-ray computed 

tomography (CT); it requires multiple images of the sample viewed along different directions, which 

are then reconstructed to create a 3D distribution of some property of the object. Beyond 

characterising 3D morphology, ET based approaches have the ability to map elemental distributions 

and other physical properties, such as localised surface plasmons,7 when STEM imaging is combined 

with spectroscopic techniques such as energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy14–16 and electron energy 

loss spectroscopy.17,18 However, tilt-series ET-based approaches require repeated imaging of the 

same area, which often results in a high cumulative electron dose and may cause the technique to 

fail for even moderately beam sensitive samples. The total fluence required, the number of electrons 

per square area of the sample, is dependent on the required resolution. The typical electron fluence 

used for high angle annular dark field (HAADF) tomography, is about 106 electrons/Å2 for a spatial 

resolution of the order of 1 nm (Supporting Information Table S1). The requirement for high electron 

fluence is even greater when elemental information is required, with typical requirements for STEM-

EDS tomography14,15 often exceeding 108 electrons/Å2 for a similar spatial resolution (Table S1). 

Although, for some materials electron beam damage can be reduced or eliminated by imaging with a 

low accelerating voltage or low electron flux, the majority of specimens are found to have a critical 

electron fluence above which the specimen is permanently damaged. As (S)TEM instrumentation has 

improved, the instability of specimens under prolonged electron irradiation is often the principal 

obstacle to 3D imaging.  

Organic biological structures such as proteins and viruses are typically many orders of magnitude 

more sensitive to the electron beam than common inorganic specimens. Acquiring 3D information 

for such highly beam sensitive objects requires an approach termed single particle reconstruction 

(SPR),19–26 which combines the information from single images of many thousands of individual 

objects. This technique assumes that all the objects being imaged are identical but are randomly 

orientated on a support. The great importance of this approach was recognised with the awarding of 

the Nobel prize for Chemistry in 2017,20 but single particle reconstruction approaches have not yet 
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been successfully applied to spectroscopic STEM data. Here, we demonstrate that by modifying the 

SPR approach to use STEM-EDS spectrum images rather than conventional (S)TEM data sets, we are 

able to recover quantitative 3D elemental information with a resolution of ~1 nm. This is achieved 

with an electron fluence per particle that is 500 times lower than would be required to achieve the 

same results using conventional STEM-EDS ET techniques (2×106 compared to 9×108 electrons/Å2, 

Table S1).  

Application of spectroscopic SPR to catalytic nanoparticles. We have applied our new approach 

to reconstruct the mean 3D elemental distribution for a population of bimetallic rhombic 

dodecahedral platinum-nickel (PtNi) NPs (Figure 1 a-d) which are amongst the most active oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts ever designed1. These NPs are too electron beam sensitive for 

conventional tilt-series electron tomography at a resolution on the order of 1 nm, so previous 

(S)TEM studies of the material have been limited to 2D elemental mapping.27–32 Platinum is one of 

the most effective and widely used catalytic materials, with extensive applications in fuel cells, 

catalytic converters and batteries1,2. Alloying Pt NPs with a second metal, such as Ni, has been shown 

to improve activity/durability for the ORR and hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),1,2,33,34 in addition 

to reducing cost. Despite the importance of these materials, the mechanism for these improved 

properties is still not well understood, hindering attempts to maximise catalytic efficiency and in-

service lifetime. Key to understanding the mechanism of PtNi NP performance is the ability to 

characterise elemental surface segregation and specific faceting behaviour. Studies of elemental 

segregation in individual NPs have been largely restricted to 2D (S)TEM spectrum imaging,27–32 due 

to the tendency of these NPs to alter their structure when subjected to high electron dose. We have 

independently measured the critical dose for electron beam damage in the PtNi nanoparticles used 

in this study, and found that they have restructured after an electron dose of approximately 5×107 

electrons/Å2 (See supplementary Fig. S6). This beam sensitivity precludes the use of a STEM-EDS tilt 

series tomography approach, which we have found requires an electron fluence on the order of 

9×108 electrons/Å2 to achieve an appreciable EDS signal to noise ratio (SNR) at 1 nanometre 
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resolution (Supplementary Table S1). For our spectroscopic SPR approach we have employed a total 

electron dose (2×106 electrons/Å2, Methods and Supplementary Table S1) 25 times lower than the 

measured critical dose for each nanoparticle (5×107 electrons/Å2), which ensures that the original 

morphology and compositional distribution of the NPs remain the same after data acquisition (Fig. 

S6, and Table S1). 

 

Figure 1 Overview of the PtNi NP population and quantification of specimen homogeneity. a, 

Representative STEM-HAADF image of the PtNi nanoparticles together with elemental maps for b, Pt 
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(Lα), c, Ni (Kα) and d, Pt + Ni extracted from STEM-EDS spectrum images. e, The sequence of image 

processing steps used to separate and identify nanoparticles to be used in the SPR reconstruction. 

Colours correspond to those used in histograms (f and g) and numbers correspond to the number of 

NPs remaining after each step. f, Compositional distribution of the PtNi NP population calculated by 

k-factor EDS quantification. g, Feret diameter distribution for the same particles. In (f) and (g) yellow 

bars represent the NPs that were matched with the ET template and used in final SPR 

reconstruction, blue bars include the NPs that were compositionally selected (limited to a range of 

55-65 at% Pt) but not matched to a projection and white bars represent all segmented NPs in the 

raw data that were not included in the other two sets. 

Quantification of nanoparticle population homogeneity. To perform spectroscopic single particle 

reconstruction, STEM-HAADF and STEM-EDS images were simultaneously acquired for over one 

thousand PtNi NPs as the beam is scanned pixel by pixel. As the probability of generating 

characteristic X-rays (and of these X-rays being detected) is much lower than the probability of an 

electron scattering onto the HAADF detector, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the STEM-EDS 

elemental images is lower than the HAADF image data set. However, the direct, one-to-one 

correlation between the pixels in the two data sets allows the high SNR HAADF images to be used for 

particle identification and segmentation of both data sets (for a full description see Methods).  

Inorganic nanoparticles are typically less homogenous in size and shape than proteins and viruses, 

so selection criteria need to be applied to prevent outliers from deteriorating the quality of the 

single particle reconstruction. Analysis of the size and composition of our PtNi NPs showed unimodal 

distributions with a diameter of 20 nm ± 2 nm and composition of 56 ± 6 at% Pt (mean ± standard 

deviation; Figure 1 f-g, and Table S2). The majority of the NPs (698 of 1056) have a composition of 

55-65 at% Pt (blue bars in Figure 1 e-g) so this subset was chosen to demonstrate our spectroscopic 

SPR approach. However, we note that for a bimodal or inhomogeneous nanoparticle population it is 

possible to perform several different reconstructions for different classes of nanoparticle, where 

these different classes are distinguishable in the 2D data on the basis of the particles’ size, shape or 
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composition. To illustrate this we have separately performed a SPR reconstruction for NPs in the 

population with a lower Ni content (compositions of 45-55 at% Pt, see Figs. S16 and S17). 

 

 

Figure 2 Workflow for spectroscopic single particle reconstruction. a, Schematic showing the 

acquisition of a traditional STEM-HAADF tilt-series tomography data set for one NP. b and c, Surface 

render and 3D volume intensity for the ET reconstructed HAADF signal, respectively. d, Re-

projections with known orientations obtained from the reconstruction in (b) and (c) (9 illustrative 

examples are shown from 400 re-projections). e, Schematic of the SPR data acquisition (single 

images of many identical NPs with random orientations on a support film). f, Experimental SPR 

HAADF-STEM images are matched to the re-projections in d so as to assign known orientations. g 

and h, EDS Pt and EDS Ni signals are assigned the same known orientations as have been assigned to 

their simultaneously acquired STEM-HAADF data in (f). i-k are surface renders and l-n are 3D volume 

intensities for SPR reconstructed HAADF, EDS Pt and EDS Ni 3D intensity distributions, respectively. 
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Grey, red and green colours in (b) and (i)-(k) represent HAADF, EDS Pt and EDS Ni signals, 

respectively. In (c) and (l)-(n), the rainbow colour scaling from blue to red represents the signal 

intensity from minimum to maximum. Pixel values in (g) and (h) and reconstructed voxel values in 

(j), (k), (m) and (n) are EDS counts. All scale bars are 10 nm. 

Spectroscopic single particle reconstruction workflow. The workflow we have developed for 

spectroscopic SPR from STEM-EDS data is illustrated in Figure 2. Initially, a conventional STEM-

HAADF tilt-series ET data set is reconstructed for a single PtNi particle (Figure 2a and b, full details in 

Methods and Videos S1-2). The 3D electron tomography reconstruction serves as an initial 

morphological estimate that can be used to produce STEM-HAADF re-projections with known 

orientations (Figure 2c). The SPR input is a large data set of simultaneously acquired STEM-HAADF 

and STEM-EDS images in which the nanoparticle orientations are unknown. Orientations can be 

assigned to each nanoparticle in the SPR data by cross correlating the ET STEM-HAADF re-projections 

(Figure 2c) with the SPR STEM-HAADF experimental images (Figure 2e, Figs. S10-14). Once the 

orientations are known it is then possible to reconstruct 3D HAADF and EDS intensities (Figure 2 h-j 

and Videos S3-5).  

Size analysis of the 475 SPR NP images matched to the ET re-projections showed that these 

particles possess the same distribution of diameters as the overall particle population, offering an 

initial validation of the matching process (matched particles are yellow and overall population is 

white in Figure 1 e-g). The use of an initial HAADF tilt-series tomographic reconstruction speeds up 

the processing, and a similar approach has been used in conventional SPR where a low resolution 

protein structure resolved by X-ray crystallography can be employed as an initial estimate for the 

SPR reconstruction.3,22 Nevertheless, most inorganic nanoparticles are likely to possess a general 

geometric shape,1,2,27–32 which could be used as the initial estimate for SPR,24 particularly for 

nanoparticles that prove too beam sensitive for ET tilt-series acquisition. 
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Figure 3 Verification of the fidelity of spectroscopic SPR. a, Distribution of matched nanoparticle 

orientations used for SPR. b and c, Orthoslices of YZ, XY and XZ planes from ET and SPR HAADF 

reconstructions respectively. The coordinate axes with respect to the 3D reconstructions are shown 

in Figure 2. d, f, h Experimental HAADF images and Pt or Ni elemental maps extracted from STEM-

EDS spectrum images, respectively. e, g, i, Re-projections generated from SPR reconstructions for 

HAADF STEM image, and Pt or Ni elemental maps, respectively. In (d-i), images are acquired along 

approximately <110>, <111>, <113> and <100> crystallographic directions. Scale bars are 10 nm. 

Verification of the fidelity of the spectroscopic single particle reconstruction. To confirm the 

accuracy of the orientation assignment, we perform a tilt-pair analysis for 53 NPs at 0° and 30° tilt 

angles (see Methods). The orientations of these tilt-pair particles were assigned using the same 

cross-correlation procedures applied in spectroscopic SPR reconstruction. The angular differences 

between untilted and tilted images were calculated based on the assigned orientations, which had a 

mean of 29° ± 8° (mean ± standard deviation), in good agreement with the nominal goniometer tilt 

angle of 30° (details in Methods and Figs. S8 and S9). The large standard deviation in orientation 

assignment is due in part to the 5° angular sampling interval used for the re-projections from the ET 

reconstructed template. The orientations display nearly complete angular coverage (Figure 3a), 

minimising the potential for reconstruction artefacts due to the presence of a restricted tilt range in 
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ET (commonly known as the ‘missing wedge’ problem; Fig. S5). A qualitatively good match between 

the perimeter shapes of orthoslices obtained from ET and SPR suggests the SPR has accurately 

reconstructed the morphology of the PtNi NPs (Figure 3 b, c). The differences observed between the 

SPR and ET reconstructions are likely to be due to the SPR reconstruction being an ensemble average 

of hundreds of NPs, while the ET reconstruction is a single ‘representative’ nanoparticle. In addition, 

comparison of experimental images and re-projections generated from the SPR reconstruction show 

a qualitatively good agreement for both HAADF images and elemental maps (Figure 3 d-i). The high 

similarity of this comparison indicates that neither the NP population heterogeneity after size and 

composition selection, or the few non-matched orientations affect the reconstruction quality. The 

local reconstruction resolution, as assessed by the ResMap method,35 is from 0.6 nm to 1.1 nm (see 

Supporting Information for a comparison of ResMap and Fourier Shell Correlation, Figs S1-4).  

Visualisation of 3D chemical inhomogeneity in the PtNi NP populations. Based on the 

reconstructed 3D EDS intensity distribution, we performed EDS quantification to determine the 

elemental Pt and Ni composition for each voxel using a standardless Cliff-Lorimer approach (Figure 

4) (see Supporting Information for a brief discussion of errors in the EDS quantification). Enrichment 

of Pt above the mean composition of 59 at% was observed in the NP core and at vertices along 

<111> directions (red in Figure 4 a and b, also indicated by the arrows in c). Enrichment of Ni >41 

at% occurs at the concave {110} type facets and at vertices oriented along <100> directions (green in 

Figure 4a and b, also indicated by arrows in d). As the particles are all single crystals we can use 

information from high resolution TEM (Fig. S15) or STEM images to assign the atomic structure to 

the reconstruction. In figure 4a and 4b, spheres represent approximately 4 atoms to illustrate the 

atomic arrangement in this nanocrystal for better clarity (see Methods). A realistic atomic model 

was built by filling the EDS atomic percentage reconstructions with atoms in the correct 

crystallographic arrangement (Figure 4e and f, Figs. S18 and S19 and Videos S9-11). Individual atom 

species (Pt or Ni) were assigned randomly using the quantitative voxel composition as a probability 

factor (for further information see Methods). In summary, these concave rhombic dodecahedron 
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NPs display a complex inhomogeneous alloying with a Pt-rich core, a Ni-rich hollow octahedral 

intermediate shell and a Pt-rich rhombic dodecahedral skeleton framework with less Pt at <100> 

vertices (See Videos S6-9).  

 

Figure 4 Visualisation of 3D chemical segregation in the PtNi NP population. a and b, Quantitative 

SPR elemental reconstruction thresholded at 59 at% Pt (higher Pt content is shown red while lower 
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Pt, above 41 at% Ni, is shown in green) viewed along <100> and <110> directions, respectively. One 

eighth of the volume is cut from each reconstruction (shaded) to reveal the internal elemental 

distribution. Red and green balls illustrate the crystallographic arrangement of atoms in this 

nanocrystal. c-d, Slices through the elemental distributions for Pt and Ni, respectively coloured to 

reflect the at% for each element. Elemental enrichment on the <111> vertices, {110} facets and 

<100> vertices are indicated by different arrows. Scale bar is 10 nm. e and f, Two-atom thick slices 

extracted from the atomic model (Video S9). Red and green atoms are Pt and Ni, respectively. 

Further details of the quantitative thresholding and atom fitting are described in Methods. 

Previous characterisation of this important catalytic nanoparticle system was limited to 2D (S)TEM 

analysis27–32, which can be difficult to interpret due to a complex structure being projected along the 

third dimension. The methodology we have described provides unambiguous information on 

elemental segregation, with details on facet-dependent elemental segregation that has previously 

been inaccessible. The 3D elemental reconstruction of these Pt-Ni concave rhombic dodecahedral 

nanoparticles is consistent with previous 2D elemental mapping results27–32 in that it reveals a Pt rich 

core and Pt rich edges (Figure 4). The Pt-rich core is attributed to the Pt seeds used to nucleate the 

particles30,32. We also observe a depletion of Pt (Ni enrichment) on all {110} faces, which has also 

been observed in octahedral PtNi nanoparticles27,28,30. However, our detailed characterisation has 

also revealed differences in composition of the different vertices (<111> vertices are enriched in Pt 

while <100> vertices are depleted in Pt compared to the mean NP composition). Importantly, we 

observe the same elemental enrichment behaviour in our spectroscopic SPR reconstructions for 

particles with a lower mean Pt content (45-55 at% Pt, Fig. S16 and S17), suggesting this is general to 

the whole nanoparticle population. 

Discussion. The complex compositional segregation we observed cannot be simply explained by 

equilibrium thermodynamics and are likely to be kinetically influenced by the synthesis route, as 

demonstrated by the Pt rich seed observed in the nanoparticle core. The depletion of Ni on the 

surfaces is also a result of the synthesis route and may be attributed to the different strength of the 
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interaction of Pt and Ni with the oleylamine surface ligands29. Ni atoms are more easily oxidised than 

Pt, forming soluble metal complexes, which leads to faster leaching of Ni from the surfaces during 

ageing29.The different enrichment behaviour of the vertices can be explained by the drive to 

minimize both surface energy and local lattice strain. The surface free energies36 for Ni are 2.011 J m-

2 for {111}, 2.368 J m-2 for {110} and 2.426 J m-2 for {100} surface facets, while those for Pt are 2.299 J 

m-2 for {111}, 2.819 J m-2 for {110} and 2.734 J m-2 for {100}. Both elements therefore strongly prefer 

to sit on {111} facets but Pt has the larger lattice parameter37 (0.39 nm vs 0.35 nm for Ni) so the 

enrichment of Pt we observe for the {111} vertices is likely favoured to minimise strain.  

The distribution of Pt at different vertices will have an effect on the catalytic performance of 

nanoparticles. Studies of flat surfaces at different crystallographic orientations have revealed that 

certain orientations are strongly favoured for oxygen reduction activity,33 and we would expect 

certain vertices to similarly display a higher activity towards catalysing reactions. However, the 

atomic arrangement and local lattice strain environments found at vertices are more complex than 

flat surfaces. Understanding the nature of individual surface sites at each vertex as a function of 

chemistry would be an interesting area for further work. Such investigations could be coupled with 

density functional theory or molecular dynamics calculations to study the effect of variations in 

vertex chemistry on catalytic properties.  

We aim to develop our spectroscopic single particle reconstruction further in a number of 

directions. The first suggested development is with regards to the analysis of inhomogenous 

nanoparticle populations. In this study we have investigated nanoparticles with a very narrow 

distribution in size, morphology and chemistry, which is a pre-requisite of the reconstruction. The 

vast majority of inorganic nanoparticles have much wider distributions of these properties and a 

single particle reconstruction might not at first seem applicable. However, we have demonstrated a 

very simple method of pre-filtering particles by size and composition that we have shown can be 

used to separate the particle population in to different “classes” that can each be reconstructed 

separately. We suggest that application of more complex pre-filtering, for example by using machine 
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learning approaches, could allow sorting of nanoparticles in to tens or hundreds of “classes”, each 

providing a unique reconstruction, which could then be ranked by statistical significance in terms of 

the overall population. This is one clear advantage of the single particle reconstruction technique 

when compared to tilt-series electron tomography; the reconstruction obtained is representative of 

a larger subset of the nanoparticle population. The corresponding drawback is that features 

possessed by only a few particles may be lost in the reconstruction. One clear future direction for 

this research will be to optimise particle selection to balance the number of classes and the number 

of identical particles in each class to perform a reconstruction with a high signal to noise ratio that is 

representative of a significant part of the nanoparticle population. 

Additionally, utilising the structural symmetry of the nanoparticle could increase the SNR further 

but may generate artefacts, since the imposed symmetry must be fulfilled during orientation 

matching and reconstruction. For example, the highest order symmetry applicable to the 

nanoparticles investigated here is octahedral, which should result in a 12 fold increase in SNR. We 

plan to utilise higher order symmetries in future reconstructions but demonstrate here that this is 

not necessary to achieve an appreciable SNR and therefore nanoparticles possessing no symmetry 

could be faithfully reconstructed. 

The approach we developed can also be extended to other spectroscopic signals available in the 

microscope. For example, EELS could be used to map elemental distributions, bulk plasmons or 

oxidation states of geometric nanoparticles using the technique. In particular, the higher signal 

collection efficiency of EELS may give it an advantage in 3D mapping of lower atomic number 

elements. 

In conclusion, we have developed a novel methodology for spectroscopic STEM-EDS single particle 

reconstruction for characterisation of 3D elemental distribution at the nanometer scale. Here we 

have applied the approach to relatively large NPs (~20 nm in diameter) but it would be an interesting 

next step to push the reconstruction resolution of the approach to resolve atomic chemistry for 

smaller particles. It could then be compared to another STEM based 3D reconstruction technique of 
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atom counting,10–13 which is a powerful approach for atomic reconstruction of small particles but is 

currently limited to one or two component systems. Compared to traditional tilt-series STEM-EDS 

tomography, our SPR approach has demonstrated a near 500 times reduction in the required 

electron fluence per particle for the same cumulative dose in the final reconstruction and has the 

potential for further reduction simply by including more particle images, or through combination 

with sparse sampling and new reconstruction algorithms.38–41 Our proof-of-principle study 

demonstrates the capabilities of the spectroscopic SPR technique to reveal complex elemental 

distributions within PtNi concave rhombic dodecahedral shaped nanoparticles, which have been 

identified as one of the most active ORR catalysts ever designed.1,29 The reconstruction also provides 

new evidence for the importance of considering the effects of crystallographic vertices and surface 

facets on local elemental distribution.  

The importance of advanced structural and elemental characterisation is being increasingly 

recognised as a necessary step to designing new nanomaterials with improved properties. The 

detailed structural information accessible using this approach is therefore likely to reduce the 

computational requirements for theoretical modelling of the energetics of large (>2 nm) alloy 

nanoparticles,42 and hence assist the realisation of optimal nanoalloy NP design for catalysis, medical 

imaging and sensing.  
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Supporting Information: Imaging 3D elemental inhomogeneity in Pt-

Ni nanoparticles using spectroscopic single particle reconstruction 

 

Methods 

Synthesis of PtNi nanoparticles. In a standard co-reduction procedure: nickel (II) acetate 

tetrahydrate (0.033g, 0.13 mmol) and chloroplatinic acid solution (8 wt. % in water) (1 ml, 0.20 mmol) 

precursor salts were dissolved in 25 ml 1-octadecene (1-OD) (a high boiling point solvent) in the 

presence of ternary hydrophobic surfactants oleylamine (OAm, 15 ml), octadecylamine (ODA, 4.4g) 

and oleic acid (OLEA, 15 ml) followed by sonication for 20 minutes. The resultant solution was 

heated and held at 150 °C under vigorous magnetic stirring, which yielded a homogeneous pale 

yellow solution. After the addition of the reductant tetrabutylammonium borohydride (TBAB) (0.05 g, 

0.19 mmol), the reaction temperature was raised to 240 °C, with a heating rate of 10 °C/min and 

maintained at this temperature for 30–40 minutes in air. Upon complete reduction, the observed 

dark brown colloidal suspension was removed from the heat source and allowed to cool down to 

room temperature. The as-synthesized PtNi colloidal structures were then precipitated by the 

addition of excess ethanol as a flocculent. The flocculation-and-purification process was performed 

three times to eliminate unwanted surfactants that were not attached or adsorbed on the surface of 

the particles and undesired solvent (1-OD). Thereafter the resulting black product was re-suspended 

in chloroform, yielding a brownish colour with some particle agglomerates. This suggests that all the 

surfactants required for a stable homogeneous colloidal dispersion in organic solvents such as 

chloroform, toluene or hexane were eliminated from the surface of the particles, leading to 

destabilization of the particles. Provided the particles did not form agglomerates during synthesis 

but only after repeated washing, we reverse this particle homoagglomeration/homocoagulation via 

a peptization process using OAm as the dispersant to yield a complete homogeneous colloidal 
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suspension (mix purified nanoparticles with OAm and chloroform, vigorously sonicate the resultant 

solution for 15-20 minutes, leave for 1-2 days in air to allow OAm molecules to attach/adsorb on the 

surface of the particles). This was followed by washing the particles 2 times using ethanol and re-

suspension in chloroform. We have discovered that the subsequent addition of OAm improves the 

processability of unstable particles by transforming them into a homogeneous colloidal suspension. 

However, this phenomenon is only predominant in nanoparticles solution-grown using hydrophobic 

surfactants but it also appears to selectively leach out/dissolve Ni-rich regions from the surfaces 

during ageing, resulting in concave Pt-rich surfaces.1  

2D STEM HAADF and EDS data acquisition. Nanoparticle dispersions were drop-cast onto carbon-

coated Cu grids and dried under ambient conditions. All HAADF and EDS data were collected using a 

Thermo Fisher (formerly FEI) Titan G2 80-200 S/TEM operated at 200 kV, which was equipped with 

an X-FEG high brightness source, STEM probe aberration correction and a ChemiSTEMTM Super-X EDS 

detector consisting of four silicon drift detectors (SDDs) with a total collection solid angle of 

approximately 0.7 sr. A convergence angle of 21 mrad and an acceptance inner angle of 55 mrad 

were used for HAADF image acquisition. Tilt-series tomography HAADF images were collected using 

a Fischione 2020 single tilt tomography holder and FEI Inspect3D software. The total tilt range was 

±70° with a pixel size of 0.07 nm and a pixel dwell time of 10 µs. Incremental steps of 2° at ±50° and 

1° for the rest of the tilt range were used. For the acquisitions used for spectroscopic single particle 

reconstruction, the beam current was approximately 520 pA and the per pixel dwell time for EDS 

was 190 µs with a total acquisition time of 20 minutes (24 frames) for 512×512 pixels areas with a 

pixel size of 0.28 nm. The same imaging conditions were applied for tilt-pair acquisitions at a tilt 

angle of 0°. For tilt-pair imaging of the same area at a tilt angle of 30°, the 2 EDS detectors away 

from the tilting direction were switched off to minimise detector shadowing2 and the acquisition 

time was extended to 40 minutes.  
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Image processing and particle segmentation. After acquisition, the uneven background intensity of 

images was corrected by a “rolling ball” algorithm3 in Fiji (ImageJ)4 with a conservative optimisation 

parameter (rolling ball radius 200 pixels, 112 nm, and with the sliding paraboloid option enabled) as 

a preliminary background subtraction. Image intensities were rescaled with 50% saturation to 

enhance foreground particle regions. Thereafter, foreground particle regions were masked by a 

“Huang” thresholding algorithm.5 Watershed segmentation6 was used to segment touching particles 

and the averaged background intensity value was subtracted from the particle region of interest. 

Manual evaluation was performed after segmentation to make sure only well segmented particles 

remained. Subsequently STEM HAADF images had all background pixel values set to zero. 2D EDS 

intensity maps were extracted at energies of 7.334–7.622 keV (Ni Kα) and 9.281–9.603 keV (Pt Lα) 

using the HyperSpy python package.7 Associated STEM HAADF images were used as masks to 

remove background signals from the EDS maps. All 2D STEM HAADF images and EDS maps shown in 

the main text were smoothed with a 2 sigma Gaussian filter (i.e. the standard deviation of the 

Gaussian is 2 pixels, 0.56 nm; Fig S8). 

STEM HAADF tilt-series electron tomography reconstruction. The 3D reconstruction was performed 

using a simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) algorithm with the python application 

programming interface (API) in the Astra toolbox,8 with 200 iterations. The reconstructed 3D 

tomogram was thresholded based on its histogram, rebinned to a voxel size of 0.28 nm and the 

particle size was rescaled to the mean size of the particles used for single particle reconstruction. 

The 3D tomogram was then aligned to the symmetry axis and its centre of mass. The box size was 

set to 151×151×151 voxels. A 3D Gaussian filter with 2 sigma kernel size was applied to the 3D 

tomogram and 400 re-projections were generated from this 3D tomogram with a box size of 

151×151 pixels, 2-fold rotational (C2) symmetry and including mirror portions using the EMAN2 

projection generator9,10 coded in python. 
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Spectroscopic single particle reconstruction. STEM HAADF images and EDS elemental maps of each 

segmented particle were relocated into 151×151 pixels boxes and centred according to the 

geometric centre of the HAADF image. A 2D Gaussian filter with a 2 sigma kernel size was applied to 

all HAADF images and EDS elemental maps to ameliorate the sharp boundary after segmentation 

and to improve matching quality. Each HAADF particle image was matched with all 400 re-projection 

references using a cross correlation function implemented in EMAN2, including rotating each 

reference from 0°–360° with 2° increments. After matching, using the reference with the highest 

cross correlation coefficient value, an orientation was assigned to the matched HAADF images and 

the corresponding EDS elemental maps. Each matched particle-reference pair was then manually 

evaluated to discard any incorrect matches. Thereafter, the total intensity of each non-blurred 

HAADF image and EDS elemental maps was calculated separately and split into two groups, 45-55 at% 

Pt and 55-65 at% Pt, based on particle composition. In each group, the total intensity value of the 

HAADF image and EDS elemental maps were first calculated for each particle and then normalised to 

the mean total intensity of images in the group. The normalised images were used for the 

reconstruction. A direct Fourier reconstruction algorithm, C2 symmetry and a 151×151×151 voxel 

box size were used for the final SPR reconstruction using EMAN29 within python. After 

reconstruction, HAADF reconstruction was thresholded by a value of 1.14 determined by ‘Huang’ 

threshold algorithm5 using 3D stack histogram in Fiji.4 A 3D Gaussian filter with 2 sigma kernel size 

was then applied to both HAADF and EDS intensity reconstructions. Re-projections were generated 

by rotating the reconstructed 3D tomogram to the required orientation and then calculating the 

summed voxel intensities along the re-projection direction.  

3D EDS quantification and visualisation. For each 2D EDS image, the mean weight percentage of Pt 

(𝑤𝑡% 𝑃𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2𝐷 ) and Ni (𝑤𝑡% 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

2𝐷 ) were determined using equation (1), using all 475 matched 2D 

EDS images and standard-less Cliff Lorimer k-factors of 5.162 (𝑘𝑃𝑡
2𝐷) and 1.585 (𝑘𝑁𝑖

2𝐷) (with respect to 

Si Kα) for Pt Lα and Ni Lα respectively, calculated in the Bruker Esprit software database. While some 

reports have found that standard-less k-factors can have associated errors of up to 20%,11 our 
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previous experiments using the same microscope have found that for binary metal alloys with 

similar x-ray energies, the calculated k-factors possessed an error of less than 2%. 

∑ 𝐼2𝐷 is the summation of all 2D pixel intensities from one of 475 EDS images and ∑475
1  is the 

summation of image intensities over all 475 images. The new 3D k-factor ratio (
𝑘𝑃𝑡

3𝐷

𝑘𝑁𝑖
3𝐷) was determined 

from equation (2), where ∑ 𝐼3𝐷 is the summation of all 3D voxel intensities from the reconstructed 

EDS intensity tomograms. Finally, for a voxel 𝑖, its quantified 3D composition (𝑤𝑡% 𝑃𝑡𝑖
3𝐷 and 

𝑤𝑡% 𝑁𝑖𝑖
3𝐷) was determined from the calculated 3D k-factors and the reconstructed voxel intensities 

of Pt (𝐼𝑖,𝑃𝑡
3𝐷 ) and Ni (𝐼𝑖,𝑁𝑖

3𝐷 ) using equation (3). The weight percentage values were then converted to 

atomic percentage values. All 3D renders and movies were visualised using the open source software 

TomViz (https://tomviz.org).12 

 𝑤𝑡% 𝑃𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2𝐷

𝑤𝑡% 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2𝐷 =

 𝑘𝑃𝑡
2𝐷

 𝑘𝑁𝑖
2𝐷

 ∑ ∑ 𝐼475
1 𝑃𝑡

2𝐷

∑ ∑ 𝐼475
1 𝑁𝑖

2𝐷  Equation 1 

  𝑘𝑃𝑡
3𝐷

 𝑘𝑁𝑖
3𝐷 =

𝑤𝑡% 𝑃𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2𝐷

𝑤𝑡% 𝑁𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2𝐷

 ∑ 𝐼𝑁𝑖
3𝐷

∑ 𝐼𝑃𝑡
3𝐷  Equation 2 

 𝑤𝑡% 𝑃𝑡𝑖
3𝐷

𝑤𝑡% 𝑁𝑖𝑖
3𝐷 =

 𝑘𝑃𝑡
3𝐷

 𝑘𝑁𝑖
3𝐷

𝐼𝑖,𝑃𝑡
3𝐷

𝐼𝑖,𝑁𝑖
3𝐷  Equation 3 

Atomic model. A unit cell length of 0.37 nm was used for generating atomic models. The unit cell 

value chosen was the mean unit cell length of Pt (0.39 nm) and Ni (0.35 nm).13 The crystallographic 

orientation of the reconstructed particle was determined by examining high resolution TEM images 

(Fig. S15). Atom coordinates were generated in a face centred cubic (FCC) crystal and filled all space 

in the reconstruction box. The HAADF SPR reconstructed tomogram was used as a mask to delete 

atoms outside the mask area. For each voxel in the 3D atomic percentage distribution, atoms within 

that voxel were randomly assigned to be either Pt or Ni using the voxel at% values as a probability. 

For better clarity, in Figure 4 a and b, atomic percentage 3D reconstructions of Pt and Ni were 

thresholded and binned from a 151×151×151 voxel box to a 76×76×76 voxel box, which resulted in 
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the width of each voxel increasing from 2.8 nm to 5.6 nm. Then each voxel was treated as a FCC unit 

cell to assign atoms. 3D atomic models were visualised using Ovito (http://ovito.org).14 

 

Spectroscopic single particle reconstruction (SPR) resolution 

It is useful to assess the resolution of the reconstructions we have obtained in order to validate the 

fidelity of the elemental data. Optimal methodologies for assessing the resolution of 3D 

reconstruction data are still the subject of considerable debate15–23 but in structural biology the 

spatial resolution of a single particle reconstruction is typically reported based on a Fourier Shell 

Correlation (FSC) analysis.18–21 FSC involves splitting the full data set into two halves and performing 

two independent 3D reconstructions. The Fourier transforms of the resulting two 3D reconstructions 

are then compared shell by shell, starting from the lowest spatial frequency inner core and 

proceeding to the highest spatial frequency present in the data set. The resolution of the data set is 

reported as the spatial frequency for which the similarity of the Fourier shells of the two 

reconstructions falls below a threshold value.  

We have performed FSC analysis on both our STEM-HAADF and STEM-EDS spectroscopic 

reconstructions. Initially, FSC was performed on reconstructions without the removal of 

reconstruction background. The FSC values under these conditions were found to be 23.6, 30.6 and 

32.9 Å for the STEM-HAADF, STEM-EDS (Pt) and STEM-EDS (Ni) reconstructions respectively, using a 

0.143 correlation coefficient value as a threshold17 (Figs. S1 b, S2 a and S2 c). If employing 

thresholding5 to remove reconstruction background, as employed for the final reconstructions, the 

FSC resolutions are found to be 6.6, 19.3, 21.0 Å for the HAADF, Pt and Ni reconstructions 

respectively, again using a 0.143 correlation coefficient value as a threshold3 (Figs. S1 c, S2 b and S2 

d). When performing FSC for the two reconstructions from unmasked data, high frequency 

information from ‘true structure’ is more likely to be supressed by high frequency reconstruction 
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artefacts (Fig. S1 b and e and Fig. S2 a and c). Since the artefacts from the two reconstructions are 

unlikely to be same, this procedure leads to a worse FSC resolution. However, the two 

reconstructions that were masked prior to the FSC, to eliminate reconstruction artefacts (Fig. S2 c 

and f and Fig. S3 b and d), possess a much better FSC resolution as high frequency artefacts are 

partially removed.  

Our STEM-HAADF images have a far greater signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) compared to typical virus or 

protein TEM image data sets used for SPR in structural biology. This allows us to use far fewer 

particles to achieve a successful reconstruction (hundreds of images rather than the hundreds of 

thousands of images typically used for conventional SPR24). Unfortunately the smaller number of 

particles hinders the accuracy of the FSC procedure, as some orientations will likely be missing when 

the data is split into two, producing artefacts in the resulting reconstructions. For this reason, we 

have employed a further method named ‘ResMap’23 to assess reconstruction resolution and further 

validate the methods employed. 

The ResMap approach is based on local sinusoidal features.23 This method defines the local 

resolution at a point as the smallest wavelength at which the 3D local sinusoid is statistically 

detectable above the noise/surrounding background signals at that point.23 There are two 

advantages to applying this method to our spectroscopic SPR data sets compared to FSC. Firstly, this 

method does not require splitting full data sets into two halves. Secondly, the resolution is assessed 

against the surrounding background signals. This means it tests the detectability of real structure 

signals against reconstruction artefacts. Therefore, the measured resolution could be seen to be 

more reliable than that assessed using FSC. Using unmasked reconstructions (STEM-HAADF and 

spectroscopic STEM-EDS) as input data sets, more than 60% of the reconstructed voxels yielded 

resolution values better than 7 Å and all voxels yielded values better than 12 Å (Figure S3). The 

resolution range generated from ResMap methods is in agreement with the FSC resolution found for 

our masked STEM-HAADF data sets. The key elemental segregation features identified in our 
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reconstructed data have spatial dimensions considerably larger than this resolution; greater than 30 

Å in most directions (main text Figure 4, Figure S4 and S18) so we can be confident of the fidelity of 

the compositional segregation behaviour we observe.  

It is useful to also compare our data to a traditional tilt-series ET reconstruction. Qualitatively we 

observe that the SPR reconstruction possesses fewer artefacts due to its greater angular coverage 

and lack of ‘missing wedge’ (Figure S6). The SPR reconstruction procedure is a non-iterative one-time 

Fourier space back-projection9 while the tilt-series reconstruction is an iterative SIRT reconstruction 

and yet the SPR reconstruction qualitatively appears to have a higher fidelity. Nevertheless when 

comparing ET and SPR reconstructions it is important to note that the ET approach is for a single NP 

while SPR is an ensemble average for the NP particle population. By providing 3D reconstructions 

that are truly representative of a large number of nanoparticles, spectroscopic SPR overcomes one 

of the major limitations of conventional 3D transmission electron microscope characterisation of 

inorganic nanoparticle systems. However, we recognise that both single and ensemble NP data may 

be important input for optimisation of NP properties. 

Errors in EDS quantification at each voxel 

It is informative to attempt to estimate the errors associated with our final quantification values for 

each voxel. Each image contains about 2210 total counts for the Ni K peaks and 3500 total counts for 

the Pt L peaks, which gives approximately 0.5 Ni counts per pixel and 0.7 Pt counts per pixel. A very 

naïve estimation of error is to consider that this would result in approximately 240 Ni counts and 330 

Pt counts contributing to the intensity in each voxel, considering that the reconstruction is formed 

from 475 images. Taking the square root of these values as an initial estimate of error would give 

errors of 7% and 6% on the intensity at each voxel, for Pt and Ni respectively. These values are 

roughly equivalent to those obtained when considering backprojection as a simple sum of pixel 

intensities and propagating errors in quadrature. 
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This rough estimation does not take in to consideration how errors actually propagate through 

backprojection. However, a detailed consideration of EDS quantification errors in 3D would require 

extensive further study including consideration of the distortion to the quantification of the 3D 

reconstructions due to Fourier space interpolation and missing image orientations. For our work, we 

consider the limited number of x-ray counts for each element to be the major source of inaccuracy 

in the data and the quantification of composition could therefore be improved by increasing the 

number of counts per pixel in each image or through the addition of more images. For our SPR 

technique the latter approach is clearly preferable because unlike in conventional tilt series 

tomography increasing the number of images can be achieved without increasing the electron 

fluence experienced by individual particles. 

Additionally, we expect errors through the use of standardless calculated Cliff-Lorimer k-factors, 

although measurement of Cliff-Lorimer k-factors from a standard PtFe sample on this microscope 

would indicate that errors are below 2% for k-factors at very similar energies. 
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Figure S1: Resolution analysis of 3D SPR HAADF intensity reconstructions evaluated by Fourier 

shell correlation. a, Histograms of raw HAADF intensity reconstruction. b, FSC curves of unmasked 

HAADF data sets. c, FSC curves of thresholded HAADF data sets. The threshold value is indicated as 

1.14 by an arrow in (a). d, 3D volume intensity displayed with a rainbow colour map, from blue 

(lowest intensity) to red (highest intensity). e, Surface render of unmasked reconstruction (displayed 

by setting threshold value as 0 to eliminate the negative voxel value artefacts due to the 

interpolation in reconstruction). This shows the artefacts cover the whole space of the 

reconstruction. f, Surface render of the thresholded reconstruction to show the absence of artefacts. 
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Figure S2: FSC curves of STEM-EDS intensity reconstructions. a and b, EDS Pt intensity 

reconstruction assessed by FSC using unmasked data sets and data sets masked with reference to 

the HAADF reconstruction thresholded at 1.14. c and d, EDS Ni intensity reconstruction assessed by 

FSC using unmasked data sets and data sets masked by HAADF reconstruction thresholded at 1.14. 
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Figure S3: Resolution analysis of unprocessed 3D SPR intensity reconstructions evaluated by 

ResMap method.23 a-c, Local resolution of 4 slices taken from 3D HAADF (a), EDS Pt (b) and EDS Ni (c) 

intensity reconstructions, respectively. d-f, Histograms of determined voxel resolution for 3D HAADF 

(d), EDS Pt (e) and EDS Ni (f) intensity reconstructions, respectively. 
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Figure S4: Size analysis of composition segregation features. Images in the first and second row 

correspond to Figure 4 c and d in the main text.   
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Figure S5. Illustration of HAADF signals and EDS spectra in unprocessed data used for SPR. a, d and 
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g, Unprocessed survey images of STEM HAADF, STEM EDS Pt Lα and STEM EDS Ni Kα X-rays, 

respectively. b, e and h, Enlarged image of blue framed region in (a) showing a single particle for the 

STEM HAADF image, and for the STEM EDS Pt Lα and EDS Ni Kα X-ray maps, respectively. c, f and i, 

Intensity line scans extracted from (b), (e) and (h), respectively. The line scan position has been 

highlighted by a blue arrow in (b). j, k, and l, Summed EDS spectra of all pixels in the yellow, blue and 

magenta frames highlighted in (a). No Ni Kα and Pt Lα peaks appear in (l), indicating that there are 

no spurious X-rays coming from the region where no sample is present. 
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Figure S6: Orthoslices through raw reconstructions. a and b, Orthoslices of the unprocessed 3D 

reconstructions obtained by a, HAADF STEM tilt series tomography, b HAADF STEM SPR of particles 

with a composition of 55-65 at% Pt. The intensity range in (a) and (b) displays the minimum to 

maximum pixel intensities. The streaks indicate the reconstruction artefacts due to the missing 

information present in tilt series reconstruction (a). Artefacts are reduced when reconstruction is 

performed using SPR in (b). c and d, STEM EDS Pt and Ni intensity respectively (from SPR of particles 

with a composition of 55-65 at% Pt). e and f, Gaussian filtered (with sigma 2) versions of (c) and (d).  
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Figure S7: Illustration of electron beam damage of PtNi nanoparticles when exposed to excessive 

electron fluence. Data acquired after a, 2×105 electrons/Å2, b-e, 6×106 electrons/Å2, f-i, 5×107 

electrons/Å2 and j-m, 9×107 electrons/Å2. (a), (b), (f) and (j) STEM HAADF images. (c), (g) and (k) 

elemental maps for Pt. (d), (h) and (l) elemental maps for Ni. (e), (i) and (m) composite elemental 

maps for Pt+Ni. (c-e), (g-i) and (k-m) are extracted from STEM EDS spectrum images. n, comparison 

of different electron fluence values.  
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 Table S1: Electron fluence used by different techniques for imaging at a resolution on the order of 

1 nm. 

Approach 

Approximate 

total electron 

fluence 

(e/Å2) 

Signal 

type 

Beam 

current 

(pA) 

Dwell 

time 

(µs) 

Pixel 

size 

(Å) 

Number of 

frames per 

acquisition 

Number of 

acquisitions 

per particle 

Spectroscopic single 

particle 

reconstruction 

2×106 
STEM-

EDS 
520 190 2.8 24 1 

STEM-EDS 

tomography (SNR 

equivalent to 

spectroscopic SPR) 

9×108 
STEM-

EDS 
520 190 2.8 24 475 

Normal STEM-EDS 

tomography 

(tilt range ±70° with 

2.5° tilt increments) 

1×108 
STEM-

EDS 
520 190 2.8 24 56 

Lower fluence HAADF 

tomography 
2×106 HAADF 180 10 0.7 1 91 

Higher fluence HAADF 

tomography 
6×106 HAADF 520 10 0.7 1 91 
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Figure S8: 2D images of a segmented individual nanoparticle. a, Raw STEM HAADF image after 

particle segmentation. b, Gaussian filtered (sigma 2) STEM HAADF image. c and e, Raw STEM EDS 

map for Ni Kα or Pt Lα X-rays, respectively, after particle segmentation. d and f, Gaussian filtered 

(sigma 2) image of (c) or (e), respectively. Scale bar is 10 nm. 
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 Table S2: Quantification of size and composition of PtNi nanoparticle population. 

 Feret diameter Composition Number 

of 

Particles 
 

Minimum to 

maximum (nm) 

Mean ± Std 

(nm) 

Mean ± Std  

(at% Pt) 

All NPs 13.4–37.4 19.7 ± 2.3 56 ± 6 1056 

55-65 at% Pt 14.1–37.4 20.0 ± 2.3 59 ± 3 698 

45-55 at% Pt 13.4–35.2 19.0 ± 2.1 51 ± 2 314 

Used for SPR in main text  

(55-65 at% Pt, Fig. 4.) 
15.7–36.2 20.0 ± 1.9 59 ± 3 475 

Used for SPR in supporting 

information  

(45-55 at% Pt, Fig. S16.) 

15.8–24.8 19.2 ± 1.7 51 ± 2 198 
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Figure S9: Angular differences of the tilt-pair orientations assigned by cross-correlation matching. 

The relative orientations of each tilt-pair were obtained taking into account the 24 octahedral 

symmetry transformations. The matched cross correlation coefficient values are usually in the range 

0.92-0.98. 
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Figure S10: Illustrative tilt-pair matches. 
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Figure S11: Angular position of 20 illustrative class averages used in SPR. Examples of particles 

from each class are shown in figures S1121 - 15. Numbers shown next to points on this figure 

indicated the numbering used in Figs. S12 - S15.   
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Figure S12: Matched templates (left hand column) and class averages used for SPR and individual 

particles assigned to the class by template matching. In each class average, rows are top to bottom: 

STEM HAADF, STEM EDS Pt and STEM EDS Ni signals, respectively. This figure presents the class 

averages from No.1 to 5, the orientations of which are shown in Figure S11.  
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Figure S13: Matched templates (left hand column) and class averages used for SPR and individual 

particles assigned to the class by template matching. In each class average, rows are top to bottom: 

STEM HAADF, STEM EDS Pt and STEM EDS Ni signals, respectively. This figure presents the class 

averages from No.6 to 10, the orientations of which are shown in Figure S11.  
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Figure S14: Matched templates (left hand column) and class averages used for SPR and individual 

particles assigned to the class by template matching. In each class average, rows are top to bottom: 

STEM HAADF, STEM EDS Pt and STEM EDS Ni signals, respectively. This figure presents the class 

averages from No.11 to 15, the orientations of which are shown in Figure S11. 
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Figure S15: Matched templates (left hand column) and class averages used for SPR and individual 

particles assigned to the class by template matching. In each class average, rows are top to bottom: 

STEM HAADF, STEM EDS Pt and STEM EDS Ni signals, respectively. This figure presents the class 

averages from No.16 to 20, the orientations of which are shown in Figure S11.  
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Figure S16: High resolution TEM (HRTEM) images illustrating the crystallographic orientation of 

PtNi nanocrystals. a-c, HRTEM images of PtNi nanoparticles oriented along <110>, <100> and <113> 

directions. d, f, and h, Enlarged regions showing lattice detail for regions marked by white squares in 

(a-c), respectively. e, g and i, Fourier transforms (FT) of (a-c), respectively.  
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Figure S17: Composition, Feret diameter and angular coverage distribution of PtNi nanoparticles 

with compositions of 45-55 at% Pt.  
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Figure S18: 3D chemical distribution obtained using spectroscopic SPR for particles with 

composition 45-55 at% Pt. a and b, The quantitative SPR elemental reconstruction thresholded 

above 51 at% Pt (red) and 49 at% Ni (green) and viewed along <100> and <110> directions, 

respectively. One eighth is cut from each reconstruction to reveal the internal elemental distribution. 

c and d, Slices through the at% distributions for Pt and Ni, respectively. Elemental enrichment on the 

<111> vertices, {110} facets and <100> vertices are indicated by different arrows. Scale bar is 10 nm. 
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Figure S19: Enlarged view of Figure 4 e from the main text. 
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Figure S20: Enlarged view of Figure 4 f from the main text. 
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6. Towards in-situ 3D imaging of nanoparticles using single 

particle reconstruction 

6.1. Introduction 

This chapter extends the applicability of SPR to a new dimension to investigate the 3D structural and 

elemental transformation in-situ at heating temperatures. Although only one data set presented in 

this chapter, multiple preliminary in-situ heating tests were performed to find a suitable 

temperature range and heating time. The dimensionality of the as-collected raw data set also 

increases as same area has to be imaged at several steps. In-house python scripts were used to sort 

data sets. The current results show that at each heating temperature HAADF 3D reconstruction can 

be faithfully performed while corresponding EDS maps cannot due to low SNR. The results shows 

here demonstrate the potential to use SPR approach to reconstruct a series of 3D structure and 

compositional distribution along time and extra stimuli at more challenging environments when TS-

ET is not applicable.  

Dr Thomas Slater, Dr Sarah Haigh and I conceived the idea. Dr Gerard Leteba and Dr Candace Lang 

provide the nanoparticle. I did the rest of the work and wrote the manuscript with inputs from Dr 

Thomas Slater and Dr Sarah Haigh.  
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Abstract 

In-situ scanning transmission electron microscopy for imaging the transformation of inorganic 

nanoparticles at varying environments could provide distinctive knowledge compared to 

conventional ex situ studies. Single particle reconstruction is a widely used 3D reconstruction 

approach for imaging the structure of biological molecules, with each particle experiencing minimal 

electron dose. Here we demonstrate that this approach can also be applied to reduce the 

requirements for high electron fluence when performing in situ analysis of inorganic nanoparticles. 

Using PtNi nanoparticles as an example, combined with a commercial in situ heating holder, we 

show that the single particle reconstruction methodology has the potential to image the 3D 

structural and elemental redistribution pathway of nanoparticles during heating to elevated 

temperatures.  

1. Introduction 
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Combining multiple elements in inorganic nanoparticles is a proven route to achieve higher catalytic 

activity and low costs1–3. Revealing the three-dimensional (3D) morphology and elemental 

distribution in these nanoparticles is vital to the understanding of their structure-property 

relationships. Conventional 3D characterisation of nanoparticles in the transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) or scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) are performed in static, 

high vacuum and room temperature environments. Recently, in situ holders are becoming mature 

and commercially available4–6, as well as the environmental TEM (ETEM) equipped with a 

differentially-pumped objective lens7, both of which provide the opportunity to characterise the 

evolution of nanoparticles under additional environmental stimuli. 

Tilt-series electron tomography (TS-ET) is one of the most popular methods to perform 3D imaging8,9 

and has recently demonstrated its applicability to in-situ 3D imaging10–16. This method requires 

imaging the same specimen many times by usually tilting the holder to around ±75° and collecting 

data at each tilt angle. This tilt series dataset can then be used to reconstruct the 3D distribution of 

some property of the specimen through established tomographic algorithms17. Depending on the 

types of signals collected, bright field TEM (BF-TEM)18 or high angle annular dark field STEM (HAADF-

STEM)19 are usually used to reconstruct the 3D morphology, while spectroscopic data such as energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 20 or electron energy loss spectroscopy21 are used for reconstruction of 

the 3D elemental distribution. Zhou et al. used a normal high angle tilt holder to perform atomic 

resolution HAADF 3D reconstruction of the same FePt nanoparticle after heating ex-situ in an oven 

at 520°C for 9, 16 and 26 minutes respectively10. They tracked every atom position at the three 

heating times and found nuclei for the solid-solid phase transitions undergoing growth, shrinkage or 

dimensional fluctuation. However, they did not simultaneously heat and image the same particle 

inside microscope because standard in situ heating holders can usually be tilted to only 30°, which 

severally reduces reconstruction quality. Baaziz et al. also performed TS-ET before and after the 

same specimen had been subjected to different gaseous environments to study the morphology and 

faceting change of Pd@SiO2 core shell nanostructures11. 
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If an in-situ holder can be tailored to allow a high tilt range, in-situ TS-ET is achievable. The design of 

heating holders has shifted from a tungsten filament heating system22 to microelectromechanical 

systems (MEMS) based holders with better stability and temperature control23. Utilising the 

combination of a high tilt heating holder and ETEM, Epicier et al. have performed TS-ET using BF-

TEM in an ETEM to study the thermally induced structural change for a series of supported NP 

catalysts with distinct atomic differences12–14. In addition to the in situ 3D structural imaging, they 

proposed fast rotation acquisition methods to continuously rotate the holder while recording data 

to improve the temporal resolution of one full range tilt series data to about 2 minutes13.  

Extending the fast rotation acquisition scheme to HAADF-STEM signals, the overall structural change 

of Au15 or Au/Pd alloyed nanoparticles16 as a function of heating temperature have both been 

investigated. Combined with boundary element method simulation, it found curvature induced 

surface diffusion drives the reshape of sharp Au tips to blunter tips15. Au/Pu octopods were found to 

maintain strong plasmon resonance and shape stability up to 600°C. 

Atom counting is another method capable of performing 3D atomic reconstruction of nanoparticles 

in gaseous environments24. Using a standard gas cell holder, atomic resolution HAADF images of Pt 

nanoparticles were captured in various gaseous environments. As the HAADF signal intensity of each 

atom column can be related precisely to the number of atoms under ideal conditions25, a 3D 

distribution of each atomic column can then be reconstructed to show the dominant facet of Pt 

nanoparticles are cycling from {100} and {111} planes to higher order facets when switching the gas 

from H2 to O2
24.  

However, the aforementioned methods only track the evolution of one or of a few particles, which 

limits the sampling quantities and therefore whether the transformation identified is applicable to 

the whole population of nanoparticles. In addition, special in situ holders are required to allow TS-ET 

to be tilted to high angles. Furthermore, imaging the same specimen many times at every tilt angle 
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requires high electron dose and hinders the characterisation of beam sensitive nanoparticles, 

especially if collecting full tilt series data at every time step. 

Spectroscopic single particle reconstruction (SPR) has recently been proposed for imaging 3D 

elemental distribution of beam sensitive bimetallic nanoparticles26. The method shares the same 

theory as conventional SPR used in biology to study the 3D conformation of macromolecules27. The 

SPR approach assumes the whole population of nanoparticles are identical and each particle is 

oriented randomly on the support. By imaging many particles using simultaneously acquired HAADF 

and EDS signals, with subsequent matching of each particle to reference images to obtain their 

orientation, the averaged 3D information of the nanoparticle population can be obtained.  

An SPR acquisition scheme greatly increases the number of particles sampled and does not require a 

high tilt holder. Here, following our previous study on PtNi bimetallic nanoparticles, we demonstrate 

the potential of spectroscopic SPR to be used to reveal the 3D structural and compositional change 

during heating at different temperatures.  

2. Experimental methods 

2.1. In-situ heating experiment set up 

PtNi nanoparticles were synthesised through a standard co-reduction between nickel 

acetatetetrahydrate and chloroplatinic acid solution in the presence of ternary hydrophobic 

surfactants oleylamine (OAm), octadecylamine (ODA) and oleic acid (OLEA), as detailed in previous 

work26. The as-synthesised nanoparticles were re-suspended in chloroform followed by 5 minutes 

sonification. A Protochips Fusion 500 double tilt heating holder and MEMS based heating chips 

(series number E-FHBS, covered by 40 nm thick continuous SiN support film) were used for 

deposition of the nanoparticle solution and to perform heating of the specimen inside the 

microscope.  
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To minimise the contamination during long acquisition times inside the microscope, heating chips 

were vacuum baked for 2 hours at 100°C and plasma cleaned for 5 minutes before the deposition of 

specimen. After drop-casting the specimen on heating chips, a few drops of methanol were also 

drop-cast onto the chip to increase nanoparticle dispersion and to prevent severe agglomeration of 

the nanoparticles. Heating chips were then vacuum baked for 12 hours at 100°C and plasma cleaned 

for 15 seconds and were then loaded onto the heating holder. The holder was loaded into the 

microscope 12 hours before the start of experiment to help reduce contamination in the microscope. 

Before data acquisition, a 30-minute beam shower was performed on viewing region.  

2.2. STEM and EDS data acquisition 

A Thermo Fisher Titan G2 80-200 S/TEM was used for HAADF and EDS data acquisition. The 

microscope was operated at 200 kV, with a beam current of 180 pA, equipped with an X-FEG high 

brightness source and STEM probe aberration corrector. All HAADF and EDS data were acquired at 

225000X magnification with a full frame size of 1024 x 1024 pixels, resulting in a pixel size of 3.86 Å 

and a field of view of 395 nm. 

For HAADF STEM imaging, a 21 mrad convergence angle and 55 mrad acceptance inner angle were 

used. HAADF images were acquired in the Thermo Fisher TIA software using a pixel dwell time of 20 

µs. For EDS spectrum imaging, the Bruker Esprit software was used for data acquisition using a 

Super-X EDS detector system consisting of four silicon drift detectors (SDDs) with a total collection 

solid angle of approximately 0.7 sr. A pixel dwell time of 50 µs and 15 frames scanning were used for 

EDS spectrum data collection, resulting in a total pixel dwell time of 750 us. The EDS spectrometer 

was set to collect an energy range from 0-20 keV with 2048 channels.  

At room temperature, six regions of interest (ROI) were selected for characterisation during heating. 

The selection criterion for the ROI was to ensure as many nanoparticles were included in the field of 

view as possible but without the individual particles overlapping. This ensured that the later particle 

extraction image processing steps can be easily performed and that the nanoparticles do not melt 
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into adjacent nanoparticles. Each region contains about 10 well dispersed nanoparticles, as 

demonstrated in Figure 1 a-c. The heat treatment was performed at 200°C, 250°C, 300°C, 350°C, 

500°C, 450°C and 550°C with a heating ramp of 10 °C/s and a total heating time of 10 minutes at 

each step. After heat treatment, the specimen was quenched to room temperature instantly 

(cooling rate 100°C/s), then the 6 selected regions were characterised by HAADF and EDS.  

2.3. 2D image processing 

The as-collected data sets were 6 stacks of HAADF images with axes [x, y, temperature] and 6 stacks 

of EDS spectrum data with axes of [x, y, energy, temperature]. The inter-frame shifts between 

acquisitions at each temperature were calculated and minimised by cross correlating HAADF stacks 

according to their temperature axis. This alignment was also applied to the simultaneously acquired 

EDS data sets. Next, each nanoparticle was selected by manually picking the centre of particle using 

ImageJ28 and cropping picked nanoparticles into a 100 x100 pixel box (Figure 1 d) using in-house 

python scripts.  

After cropping each nanoparticle into a small box, the cropped areas were processed by the 

following procedures to isolate each particle: 1) using a “rolling ball” algorithm29 in ImageJ28 with a 

conservative parameter (rolling ball radius 50 pixels with the sliding paraboloid option enabled) to 

perform a background subtraction to correct the uneven background intensity; 2) a “Huang” 

thresholding algorithm29 was performed to binarise foreground particle regions; 3) using a 

watershed segmentation algorithm to segment touching particles; 4) the final segmented particles (9 

illustrative examples are shown in Figure 1 e) were binarised again and were used as masks to 

extract the particle region from raw EDS data; 5) the geometric centre of the segmented HAADF 

particle images was matched to the box’s centre, the same alignments were applied on 

corresponding EDS data; 6) using the HyperSpy python package30, 2D EDS intensity maps were 

extracted at energies of 7.334–7.622 keV (Ni Kα) and 9.281–9.603 keV (Pt Lα); 7) each HAADF 

particle image and their EDS maps were normalised to ensure the pixel values in each image have a 
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mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1 (Figure 1 f shows 9 illustrative examples of intensity 

normalised HAADF particle images with a 2-pixel Gaussian smoothing). The processed HAADF images 

were used for orientation matching with reference re-projections generated from reference 3D data 

discussed further in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of PtNi nanoparticle population and summary of image processing performed 

before reconstruction. (a-c) One of the 6 regions characterised in-situ using (a) HAADF, (b) EDS Pt 

and (c) EDS Ni signals. (d-f) HAADF images showing 9 out of 78 imaged particles demonstrating (d) 

how particles are cropped from raw HAADF images into boxes, (e) how particles are segmented from 

the background and are isolated from touching particles where red lines delineate the isolated 

particle boundary and (f) how the final background is removed, centred, intensity normalised and 

filtered image ready for orientation matching.  

2.4. Orientation matching and 3D reconstruction 
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The general procedure for spectroscopic SPR reconstruction involves: 1) generating reference re-

projections with known orientations; 2) matching experimental 2D HAADF images with reference re-

projections; 3) performing 3D reconstruction using established reconstruction algorithms and special 

parameters; and 4) visualisation. In the present work, we performed two reconstructions using 

different reference re-projection data sets.  

2.4.1. Full re-projection reference data set (code Full-Reproj) 

Here the images are matched with re-projections generated from all possible orientations so 

minimal symmetry is imposed. This method used the same 3D reference data and procedures used 

in our previous work26. The 3D reference data is a HAADF TS-ET tomogram of one PtNi nanoparticle 

collected from ±70° with incremental steps of 2° between ±50° and 1° for the rest of the tilt range, 

using 0.07 nm pixel size, 10 µs pixel dwell time, a Fischione 2020 single tilt tomography holder and 

FEI Inspect3D software. A simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT) algorithm in the 

Astra toolbox31 with 200 iterations was used for the 3D reconstruction of the reference tomogram. 

The tomogram was then filtered by a 3D Gaussian filter with 2-pixel kernel size and aligned to its 2-

fold rotational (C2) symmetry axis, i.e. <110> direction. A total of 400 re-projections were generated 

from this 3D tomogram using C2 symmetry and including mirror portions using the EMAN2 

projection generator coded32,33 in python. The orientation of the reference re-projection was 

described by its azimuth and altitude angles. 

The matching between experiment data and re-projections were performed in a “brute force” way. 

Using a 2D cross correlation implemented using the scikit-image python package34, every processed 

HAADF particle image was matched with all 400 references images and their rotated forms. Re-

projections were rotated from 0°–360° with 3° increments. Therefore, matching 1 experimental 

particle with all possible references is equal to 400×360/3=48000 calculations. Then, these 48000 

matching results were sorted according to the cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) value from high to 
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low, with only the match with highest CCC value being retained. Visual inspections were conducted 

to discard any incorrect matches. 

To perform 3D reconstruction, the experimental images were first rotated using the in-plane 

rotation angle of the matched reference but in a reverse direction. Then the matched azimuth and 

altitude angle were used as input values for a filtered Fourier space back-projection reconstruction 

algorithm implemented in EMAN228, with an enforced C2 symmetry.  

To visualise data, the HAADF 3D reconstruction was thresholded and binarised using a “Huang” 

thresholding algorithm. The associated EDS reconstructions were masked by this binarised HAADF 

3D mask and filtered with a 3D 2-pixel size Gaussian filter to reduce noise. 

2.4.2. High symmetry re-projection reference data set (code 4-Reproj) 

Here the images were matched with re-projections generated from only 4 orientations. The 

reference 3D data used in this method was the HAADF SPR reconstructed in previous work26 but 

using only the reference re-projections acquired along <110>, <111>, <113> and <100> 

crystallographic directions. The associated azimuth and altitude angles for the four orientations are 

[45°, 90°], [45°, 54.74°], [45°, 25.24°] and [45°, 0°], respectively. The angles were chosen based on a 

rhombic dodecahedron structure. 

The matching procedures were the same as the first method (section 2.4.1) except the cross-

correlation matching for each experimental particle only requires 4×360/3=480 calculations. The 3D 

reconstruction procedures were also similar to the first method, except the enforced symmetry was 

octahedral, which is the highest symmetry of a rhombic dodecahedron. The visualisation steps were 

the same as the first method. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Considering the microscope acquisition parameters.  
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As the SPR method requires imaging many regions under the same imaging conditions and an in-situ 

study is usually time consuming and expensive, microscope acquisition parameters should be 

considered based on practical limitations. There are three limitations: the specimen total beam 

fluence tolerance, the available acquisition time and the reconstruction quality desired. 

The total beam fluence can be calculated using the equation shown below. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 × 𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 × 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒2
× 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 

The same PtNi nanoparticles were examined in previous work and were shown to damage at around 

5×107 electrons/Å2. Using this value as an upper limit, all electron fluence imparted to the specimen 

during in-situ heating experiments should below this limit. The estimated total beam fluence used 

for each region during all 7 temperature steps is about 4×105 electrons/Å2, which is much lower than 

the upper limit and ensures the specimen is not affected by the electron beam.  

A pixel size of 0.386 nm was fixed to be similar to previous ex-situ spectroscopic SPR work (0.28 

nm)26 so the quality of both intensity reconstructions is comparable. The other variable parameters 

are pixel dwell time, temperature step and beam current. The electron fluence ideally should be 

close to the beam tolerance limit to ensure HAADF images and EDS maps have high signal to noise 

ratio (SNR).  

The total acquisition time required for an in situ SPR data set can be calculated using the equation 

shown below. 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

= 𝑑𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 × 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒2 × 1.2 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 × 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 

The factor 1.2 is an experimental factor tested on the ThermoFisher Titan microscope and is 

considered as the flyback correction to move the beam from the last scanned pixel on previous line 

to the first pixel of the next line.  
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Using the equation above and current parameters, the calculated total acquisition time is estimated 

as 12 hours, which excludes the time for microscope alignments, manually moving between regions 

and switching temperatures. Increasing dwell time can obtain better SNR images and spectrum data, 

but even a 50% increase would lead to a 6 hour increase in acquisition time. Reducing the number of 

temperature steps could reduce acquisition time but may miss nanoparticle transformation details.  

Frame size and number of regions do not directly affect the total beam fluence imparted on the 

specimen but determine the number of particles imaged and therefore affect reconstruction quality. 

These two parameters are also affected by the dispersion of nanoparticles. The heating chip was 

prepared by drop casting nanoparticle solutions then drop casting methanol to prevent nanoparticle 

agglomeration. Increasing the amount of nanoparticle solution and decreasing the amount of 

methanol could result in particles being packed closely, such that a smaller frame size and fewer 

image regions are required for the same number of particles. However, precise control of drop 

casting solution is difficult. If too much nanoparticle solution is deposited onto the chip, they are 

agglomerated and cannot be isolated and reconstructed. In order to perform a successful 

experiment, nanoparticles should be well dispersed, although this may require longer acquisition 

times to find enough particles.  

3.2. Analysis of individual particles before 3D reconstruction 

By considering individual nanoparticle the change in their 2D projected area and composition as a 

function of heating temperature can be analysed to demonstrate any possible variations within the 

specimen population. A HAADF image of an example particle (Figure 2a) demonstrates the melting 

process of the PtNi rhombic dodecahedron nanoparticle shape starting from losing facets and 

forming round vertices to the final uniform spherical structure without obvious facets or vertices. 

From 400°C to 550°C, both HAADF intensity and structure do not show significant variation. The area 

percentage loss analysis for all extracted nanoparticles (Figure d) also shows that high area 
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percentage loss in the temperature range of 250°C to 350°C whilst no significant loss is found from 

400°C to 550°C.  

However, the corresponding EDS maps (Figure 2 b-c) suggest that there are continuous changes at 

all temperatures. These local variations may be due to the low SNR of EDS maps, as only about 150 

EDS counts were detected in each particle. The composition analysis for all individual particles 

(Figure 2 e) using a k-factor method35 shows that the composition change between each 

temperature is small.  

The large standard deviations shown in the area loss analysis (Figure 2 d) and composition change 

analysis (Figure 2 e) imply nanoparticles do not change in an identical way during heating, which will 

reduce the achievable SPR reconstruction quality if using all these nanoparticles as input to 

reconstruct the averaged 3D structure and elemental distribution.  

As most of nanoparticles lost geometric shapes during heating, orientation matching based on their 

undefined morphology is inaccurate. Therefore, the room temperature morphology of these 

nanoparticles are used for template matching and assuming that nanoparticles have not undergone 

substantial change in orientation during the heating process. To validate this assumption, one 

nanoparticle is imaged at room temperature and 400 °C during varies heating times from 5 seconds 

to 300 seconds. Atomic resolution HAADF images are shown in Figure 3. The circled area in Figure 3 

a illustrates an initial feature where HAADF intensities are lower than the surroundings, probably 

due to the lack of Pt atoms and/or the excessive etching during nanoparticle synthesis. As heating 

time increasing, the shape of nanoparticle projection transforms from the concaved hexagon to 

hexagon (Figure 3 a-c), the remained general shape indicates the nanoparticle do not tilt 

dramatically at the beginning of the heating. Then the nanoparticle starts to lost hexagonal shape 

(Figure 3 d-i). The circled initial feature, however, is presented in the whole heating process, which 

suggests the nanoparticle remains its orientation while melting and re-solidification. 
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Figure 2. Individual particle analysis of structural and composition change during heating. a-c) 

Extracted individual particles imaged at each temperature by a) HAADF, b) EDS Pt and c) EDS Ni. d) 

Percentage of particle area change and e) composition change during heating. In d,e), each line 

represents one extracted particle from survey images, blue lines represent particles used for 3D 

reconstruction method Full-Reproj and red lines means particles used for 3D reconstruction method 

4-Reproj. Blue and red dots are averaged values for different reference data sets at each 

temperature step, error bars are standard deviation. 

The associated FFT patterns of these atomic resolution HAADF images are shown in Figure 4. Before 

heating, six most prominent reflection spots are indexed (Figure 4 a, red circled) as the reference of 

the nanoparticle orientation. The six spots remain distinguishable until heated over 25 seconds 

(Figure 4 a-f) while four new spots are appearing from 15 seconds heating (Figure 4 d-f). The mixture 
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of the remaining six spots and new four spots in the FFTs suggests a part of room temperature 

crystal structure remains while another parts are transformed to new structure. This partial crystal 

structure transformation is also illustrated in Figure 3 f, where the atom arrangement on the top 

part of nanoparticle is the same as the room temperature structure (Figure 3 f, red framed and 

enlarged on the inset) but the atom arrangement on the bottom has changed. The bottom part of 

the nanoparticle seems to be transformed to ordered PtNi (Figure 3 d-h). In addition, intensities of 

two of the initial six spots decrease when heated over 25 seconds (Figure 4 f, white arrows), which 

suggests the overall nanoparticle is slightly rotated. When the nanoparticle is heated over 60 

seconds (Figure 4 g), multiple spots are appearing on the neighbour of the initial 6 spots, indicating 

the original single crystal nanoparticle is becoming polycrystalline. Combing the real space and 

reciprocal space analysis of atom arrangement at high resolution, it is evidenced that the 

nanoparticle only undergoes slight tilt but not dramatic rotation during heating. This finding 

validates the procedure of using room temperature morphology to match orientations and applying 

the matched orientations on the following heating processing for 3D reconstruction.  

3.3. 3D reconstruction  

We now discuss two methods of 3D SPR reconstruction based on an SPR framework using a full re-

projection reference data set and high-symmetry re-projection data. The full re-projection reference 

method (Full-Reproj code) matches all 78 isolated particle images to 400 reference images and 

results in 38 matched particles with 33 matched orientations (Figure 5 b). Then the C2 symmetry was 

imposed to perform a reconstruction. This is the same method used in previous ex-situ room 

temperature work26. In preliminary in-situ heating tests we found heating nanoparticles to 200°C did 

not result in visible morphological change. Therefore the comparison between orthoslices of 3D 

intensity distributions reconstructed at 200°C in the current study (Figure 5 f-h first columns) and 

that of the reconstructed ex situ data at 25°C (Figure 5 c-e) allows us to assess the reconstruction 

quality. In both HAADF intensity reconstructions (Figure 5 c and first column in f), the general shape 
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of the orthoslices remains roughly similar, as well as presence of the higher intensity core. However, 

six corners in orthoslice 1 and four corners in orthoslice 2 are severely blurred in the 200°C 

reconstruction, as well as the general appearance of the particle. These blurring artefacts are likely 

to be the result of there being fewer matched orientations used for reconstruction. EDS intensity 

reconstructions of Pt and Ni (first columns in Figure 5 g and h, respectively) are even less similar to 

the room temperature reconstruction, except the Pt rich core and Ni lean core. The significant lower 

quality of the reconstruction obtained using EDS signals compared to HAADF signals illustrates the 

necessity of high SNR 2D projections for a good quality reconstruction. To improve EDS map SNR, 

higher beam current or more particles could be used in future experiments.  
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Figure 3. Atomic resolution STEM-HAADF images of a PtNi nanoparticle heated (a) at room 

temperature and (b-i) at 400 °C in 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 60, 180 and 300 seconds, respectively. Circles 

indicating the initial feature on the nanoparticle remains in the whole heating timescale. Inset in (f) 

shows the framed region imaged at the same time but with different defocus. Arrows indicate the 

damaged region caused by the parked beam after acquisition. Scale bar 5 nm.    

 

Figure 4. Associated FFTs of the atomic resolution STEM-HAADF images of a PtNi nanoparticle shown 

in Figure 3. Red circles indicate the position of initial indexed reflections. White circles indicate the 
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position of the emerging new reflection spots when heated over 15 seconds at 400 °C. White arrows 

indicate the vanishing of initial reflection spots. 

A practical guide suggested by Tang et al. is that the number of orientations for SPR reconstruction 

should be roughly at least 2.5 times of the target reconstruction box size divided by the symmetry28. 

By considering that half of the orientations projected on a sphere are the mirror of the half’s 

orientations, the required orientations can be further divided by a factor of 2. As the box size we 

used is 100 pixels wide and mirror portions were not excluded, the minimum required orientations 

using C2 symmetry should be 100×2.5/2=125, which is much higher than the 33 orientations used 

here. This calculation not only demonstrates that insufficient orientations cannot result in a good 

reconstruction, but also indicates that if using high symmetry such as octahedral symmetry and  

explicitly using all mirror portions the required orientations can be reduced to roughly 

100×2.5/24/2=5.  

In principle, for the Full-Reproj method, higher symmetries can be applied during reconstruction 

without using new references and re-doing the matching. However, as we previously tested26, the 

orientation assigned by template matching to full 400 re-projections has a standard deviation of 8°. 

If a high symmetry was imposed during reconstruction, such error may accumulates and results 

worse reconstruction.  

The high symmetry re-projection method (4-Reproj code) attempts to match all 78 isolated particle 

images to 4 high symmetry reference images (Figure 6 b) and results in 31 successfully matched 

particles (Figure 6 a). Then octahedral symmetry was imposed to perform the reconstruction. The 

matched mean projections (Figure 6 c,e,g) prior to the reconstruction are shown to be in good 

agreement to references (Figure 6 b,d,f). For the HAADF signals, because high SNR and high 

symmetry are imposed during reconstruction, the reconstruction quality is improved compared to 

the result of the full re-projection method. The 200°C reconstruction is visually closer to the ex-situ 

result, not only in the general shape and presence of the high intensity core, but also with respect to 
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the high intensity corners and low intensity edges; the orthoslices from the 200°C reconstruction 

(the first column in Figure 7 d) appear similar to those in the high quality ex-situ 25°C reconstruction 

(Figure 7 a). Based on a comparison between data at 200°C and 25°C, the high symmetry re-

projection (4-Reproj code) HAADF reconstruction can be considered as a true reconstruction and the 

subsequent reconstructions at each temperature step (Figure 7 d) can be used to interpret the PtNi 

nanoparticle’s structural transformation during heating.  

 

 

Figure 5. Orthoslices of 3D reconstruction intensity at each temperature. a) 3D model of the same 

PtNi nanoparticle reconstructed at 25°C. b) Distribution of matched orientations used for 
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reconstruction Full-Reproj. c-e) Orthoslices extracted from previous reconstructions at 25°C. f-h) 

Orthoslices extracted from Full-Reproj reconstructions at various temperatures using 33 orientations 

and C2 symmetry. In each sub-figure, top and bottom rows are slices from position 1 and position 2 

illustrated in a). Scale bar 10 nm. 

From 200°C to 250°C (Figure 7 d), the low intensity edges in the HAADF orthoslices increase in 

intensity while high intensity corners lose intensity, resulting in a more uniform rhombic 

dodecahedron structure without concave facets. At 300°C and 350°C, the HAADF orthoslices show 

that the highest intensity core remains (Figure 7 d), but the middle shell seems to show lower 

intensity compared to the outmost shell. Because orthoslices are only 0.39 nm thick and the 

particles are fully dense, the mass-thickness contrast of the HAADF signal can be considered to be 

only relevant to mass difference, so higher intensity could imply a higher concentration of Pt atoms 

compared to lower atomic number Ni. From 400°C to 450°C, the intensity of the core decreases, 

which may suggest that Pt atoms in the high concentration core start to migrate to the intermediate 

shell. Finally at 550°C, the HAADF orthoslices illustrate a round structure and uniform intensity, 

which indicates that not only the facets of the concave rhombic dodecahedron structure found at 

room temperature become a round sphere structure at 550°C, but that elements are also 

redistributed and lead a completely uniformly alloyed PtNi nanoparticle.  

When examining the EDS Pt and Ni intensity orthoslices, the similarity between the 200°C 

reconstruction and 25°C reconstruction is much poorer. For the EDS Pt signal, the general shape and 

high intensity core remains similar in both reconstructions but intensities on the corners marked 

with arrows (first column in Figure 7 e) are less similar to the slices from 25°C reconstruction (Figure 

7 b). This implies that as expected the low SNR EDS Pt maps result in a worse reconstruction quality 

than the high SNR HAADF signals. For EDS Ni signals, as the ionisation cross section of Ni Kα is 

smaller than Pt Lα and Ni elements present with lower concentration in this specimen, there is less 

chance of detecting Ni X-rays and the SNR for EDS Ni is lower than EDS Pt. The poorer SNR could be 
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the reason that even the general shape of the EDS Ni orthoslices from 200°C reconstructions (the 

first column in Figure 7 f) do not resemble the slices from 25°C reconstructions (Figure 7 c).  

 

Figure 6. Overview of particles used for reconstruction. a) Histogram of matched particles for 4 

reference orientations that correspond to images in b,d,f). All matched particles are averaged and 

the averages are displayed in c,e,g). Scale bar 10 nm. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, we extend the spectroscopic single particle reconstruction method from ex-situ room 

temperature conditions to dynamic in-situ analysis of temperature induced structural changes and 

demonstrate study of the thermal stability of PtNi rhombic dodecahedron nanoparticles. The current 

work demonstrates that it is possible to reconstruct the averaged nanoparticle 3D structure at each 

temperature step using HAADF signals. However, due to low SNR of EDS maps and fewer imaged 

nanoparticles, EDS reconstructions do not show reliable results. Increasing beam current while 

keeping total electron fluence below beam damage thresholds could increase EDS SNR without 

increasing total acquisition time by controlling parameters such as pixel dwell time and number of 

imaged regions. If the whole acquisition scheme can be automated, more particles could be imaged 
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in long sessions. Because the spectroscopic single particle reconstruction scheme does not require 

tilting holders to high angles, we envision this method can be extended further to other in situ 

environments without modification of holder or microscope.  

 

Figure 7. Orthoslices of 3D reconstruction intensity at each temperature. a-c) Orthoslices extracted 

from previous ex-situ reconstructions at 25°C. d-f) Orthoslices extracted from 4-Reproj 

reconstructions at various temperatures using 4 orientations and octahedral symmetry. In each sub-

figure, top and bottom rows are slices from position 1 and position 2 illustrated in Figure 5 a. Scale 

bar 10 nm. 
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7. Conclusion and future works 

7.1. Thesis summary 

The aim of this doctorate thesis has been to characterise the 3D structure and compositional 

distribution of beam sensitive nanoparticles using SRP. This aim has definitely been achieved, as 

evidenced by chapters 5 and 6.  

The first paper “Imaging Three-Dimensional Elemental Inhomogeneity in Pt–Ni Nanoparticles Using 

Spectroscopic Single Particle Reconstruction” established the methodology of using SPR approach 

with HAADF and EDS signals to quantify 3D elemental segregation. In this study, the advantages of 

SPR over TS-ET for 3D imaging has been clearly demonstrated. Firstly, SPR results significant beam 

fluence reduction during acquisition, opens opportunity to imaging this beam sensitive nanoparticle. 

Secondly, through averaging many EDS spectrum images, the counts per voxel are enhanced and 

allows 3D EDS quantification after reconstruction, which enables the detection of local composition 

inhomogeneity.  

The second paper “Towards in-situ 3D imaging of nanoparticles using single particle reconstruction” 

explores further the advantage of SPR over TS-ET which is no requirement for a specialised high tilt 

holder. In this paper, the in situ heating was performed in a heat-and-quench manner to allow 

enough time to acquire EDS signals at each temperature step. HAADF signal is used mainly to 

interpret the 3D structure and compositional change during heating because the SNR of the 

chemical 3D reconstruction using EDS data is too low to provide reliable reconstruction.  

Both techniques in the thesis provide a new level of details on the characterisation of nanomaterials 

that cannot be reached by other conventional techniques. The outlook on the improvement and 

application of the technique is discussed further in the next section.     
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7.2. Future works 

7.2.1. Ex situ spectroscopic single particle reconstruction 

The spectroscopic single particle reconstruction of nanoparticles performed on ex situ conditions 

was demonstrated in the chapter 5 which established a workflow combining the use of HAADF and 

EDS signals to construct the averaged 3D elemental distribution of nanoparticles (Chapter 5, Figure 

2). This workflow utilises an initial 3D tomogram template reconstructed by the tilt series HAADF 

tomography of a single PtNi nanoparticle to generate reference 2D projections with known 

orientations. Although the final SPR reconstruction quality using this initial high quality TS-ET 

template was verified to be able to achieve about 1nm resolution. Here the discussion of the effect 

of the initial template quality to the final spectroscopic single particle reconstruction quality are 

extended.  

If the initial model is considered to represent the general shape of the target nanoparticle, the 

resolution of the initial model may affect the final reconstruction quality. In general, the initial model 

resolution should not be worse than the minimal resolvable feature on the target nanoparticle. In 

the case reported in the chapter 5, the minimal resolvable feature is 2 nm elemental segregation 

region on PtNi nanoparticle vertices and facets whereas the initial model resolution is better than 1 

nm. Low resolution initial model may result in an inaccurate final reconstruction if the algorithm 

converges to a local minimum and not to the global minimum that represents a true reconstruction. 

However, initial model with highest resolution may not lead to a high quality final reconstruction. 

During the orientation matching procedure, high resolution projections generated from the initial 

model may contain too many details that cannot be matched to low quality experimental data, 

which results inaccurate orientation assignments and thus reduces final reconstruction quality.  

The previous discussion of the initial 3D template quality only focuses on the resolution. The 

template bias is potentially more detrimental and could lead to a completely wrong reconstruction. 

Therefore, when choose only one particle as initial template, it is essential for the operator to screen 

2D projections of nanoparticles in the microscope session to ensure the picked nanoparticle 
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resembles the vast majority of nanoparticle population. In some cases, tilt specimen at ±30° to 

ensure the picked nanoparticle at different orientations all resemble the whole population is 

required. This pre-screening procedure usually do not require extensive extra operation and is 

incorporated in the workflow used in the chapter 5.  

To alleviate the initial model bias, or the operator’s bias, the initial 3D reconstruction could be 

performed on multiple nanoparticles and using the mean 3D model as the initial template. In 

practice, the previous high quality one particle TS-ET can be performed for many individual 

nanoparticles using the same acquisition and reconstruction procedures, with the requirements of 

more processing time. Otherwise, multiple TS-ET can be obtained with the sacrifice of reconstruction 

resolution to reduce the operation time, as the initial 3D template resolution is not detrimental to 

the final reconstruction quality as discussed above. Furthermore, a method named subtomogram 

averaging can be used to obtain the initial model 127. This method is essentially same to the TS-ET 

but includes many particles in the field of view at each tilt 127. Then the whole field of view is 

reconstructed, individual nanoparticles are segmented, aligned and averaged. In the above three 

methods, each method takes less acquisition time than the previous method, and the resolution of 

the reconstructed individual nanoparticles by each method is worse than the previous method. The 

decreased acquisition time is beneficial to the applicability of the method but the decreased 

resolution results difficulties for the following nanoparticle alignments and averaging 165, which may 

change the accuracy of the averaged initial model and introduce additional alignment bias/error.   

To fully eliminate the initial model bias, random orientations of 2D experimental images can be used 

to reconstruct the initial tomogram and optimising orientations at each iteration until the similarity 

between 2D experimental images and the 2D re-projections reaches maximum. This method is often 

used in the final resolution refinement steps in the cryo-EM community to achieve atomic 

resolutions 151. 
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As discussed above, the orientation matching procedure is one of the most important step for the 

spectroscopic SPR reconstruction. The previous methods used in the chapter 5 is cross correlating 

experiment images to references. Each experiment image is compared to all references and cross 

correlation quality is sorted by the cross correlation coefficient value. Only the orientation from the 

reference with the highest cross correlation coefficient value is assigned to the experimental image 

and other references with low cross correlation coefficient candidates are discarded. This single 

orientation assignment procedure ensures that only one set of orientations is used for the 

reconstruction and the reconstruction improvement can be focused on the reconstruction algorithm 

and image processing. Because the final target in the chapter 5 is to reconstruct the EDS signals, the 

low SNR is the main resolution limiting factor. In addition, the elemental segregation feature is about 

2 nm and the 3D HAADF SPR reconstruction using this method already achieved 1 nm. So it is 

acceptable to neglect the effect of the orientation assignment error to the final reconstruction. 

However, if the target resolving feature is smaller, final resolution can be improved by weighting 

multiple orientations and assigning them to each experimental image. Then the weighting factors 

can be changed gradually during each reconstruction iteration to improve the orientation 

assignment accuracy.  

In addition, as the PtNi nanoparticles preserve high crystallinity, it is possible to utilise diffraction 

technique to obtain the crystallographic orientation of each nanoparticle to increase the fidelity of 

particle orientation matching. Basically, scanning diffraction continuously collects diffraction 

patterns as a small beam scanning over the specimen 166. Recent advances in detector technologies 

and computation allow rapidly recording high dynamic range signals, which renews the technique as 

4D STEM, i.e. both two dimensional diffraction signals and two dimensional real space signals can be 

simultaneously obtained by collecting diffraction patterns at every scanned pixel 167. Once the 

complete set of diffraction patterns of each nanoparticle is obtained, not only the crystallographic 

textures from diffraction patterns, but also the nanoparticle morphology from HAADF images can be 

reconstructed from the complete 4D data set by applying a virtual aperture to mask desired 
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positions and ranges on the data set. As diffraction patterns are more sensitive to atomic 

arrangements than atomic species and the PtNi nanoparticles are FCC structure, it is possible to 

create a FCC structure 3D atomic model that neglects the atomic species and using this model to 

create diffraction patterns at all orientations. Then these reference diffraction patterns can be 

matched to experimentally obtained nanoparticle diffraction patterns.  As diffraction patterns are a 

set of sparse spots and only the position not intensity of these spots needs to be interpreted if no 

precision diffraction techniques enabled 168, the matching should be less computing expensive than 

using greyscale HAADF images. Furthermore, correlating the particle orientation matched by 

diffraction patterns and by HAADF images improves the matching fidelity and accuracy. Diffraction 

based technique is also capable of identifying nanoparticle orientation where nanoparticles lack of 

geometric specific features but preserve high crystallinity.   

The investigated PtNi nanoparticles present complex structure, morphology and composition 

segregation. Using spectroscopic single particle reconstruction method, it was found that the 

nanoparticle is rhombic dodecahedron structure with concaved facets, and on the surface present Pt 

enrichment on <111> vertices and Ni enrichment on {110} facets and <100> vertices. Previous 

discussion of the elemental segregation behaviour is focused on the kinetic influence of the 

synthesis route. Further works could be carried on the effect of the shape of the nanoparticle to the 

elemental segregation and the catalytic performance. In particular, the surface curvature on 

nanoparticles may play an important role as not all facets with same atom arrangement show same 

level of elemental segregation. In previous studies, octahedron PtNi nanoparticles with concaved 

surface enriched by Ni are found to have superior ORR activity over concaved Pt surface and flat Pt 

surface 169,170, which is attributed to a descriptor “surface distortion” that consists of local 

microstrain, defects and composition 171. In order to elucidate the effect of surface curvature to ORR 

activity for the rhombic dodecahedron PtNi nanoparticle studied in this thesis, further experiments 

could be designed to synthesis nanoparticles with same composition but vertices are etched at 

different level and compare their catalytic performance. The level of etching could be controlled by 
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attaching excessive or insufficient protective ligands during the synthesis and etching process. In 

addition, whether the nanoparticle morphology is the cause or the result of the elemental 

segregation is an interesting direction to explore. If morphology induces elemental segregation, 

controlled etching and changing surface curvature could result more obvious elemental segregation. 

On the other hand, if elemental segregation leads to such facets concaved rhombic dodecahedron 

structure, changing nanoparticle composition should affect the final structure. Although the 

proposed further experiments involve significant work of chemical synthesis, 3D imaging techniques 

provided in this thesis are still valid and are essential to unambiguously identify and correlate both 

morphological and local compositional change to the synthesis route and catalytic activity.  

7.2.2. In situ spectroscopic single particle reconstruction 

The previous study in the chapter 6 utilises room temperature structure to match orientations and 

to assign orientations to the following heating steps. It is confirmed by high resolution HAADF 

images that the nanoparticle does not change its orientation substantially during the heating process 

and thus the orientation matching method is valid. However, the existence of small rotation is 

possible and difficult to be corrected when nanoparticles lost their morphology during heating. 

Using diffraction patterns or FFTs of atomic resolution HAADF images could be one solution to 

directly index the orientation, as mentioned in the previous section. However, this indexing also 

relies on the prior knowledge of nanoparticle crystal structure. It is found that the nanoparticle may 

undergo dramatic atomic rearrangement or disordering, which also affects the accuracy of 

diffraction based orientation finding 172. In this condition, iterative reconstruction and updating 

orientation at each iteration may be more useful as no prior knowledge is required 66,67. 

The SNR of the EDS data in the chapter 6 is not sufficient to reconstruct reliable 3D tomogram, thus 

only HAADF intensity is used to interpret the nanoparticle elemental segregation during heating. 

One direction to increase the reliability of the reconstruction is to increase SNR of EDS data, by 

tuning the acquisition parameters such as increasing beam current, acquisition time and number of 

particles imaged. Another direction is to utilise simulation to validate the HAADF intensity results. As 
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the HAADF intensity interpretation is based on the 0.39 nm central slices through the reconstructed 

tomogram, it is relative easy to simulate a HAADF image projection of a thin slice rather than a 

projection of an entire 20 nm 3D nanoparticle. As the slice thickness is close to the Pt and Ni unit cell 

length (0.39 and 0.36 nm, respectively 173), slice simulation can be simplified to generate only one 

atom thick slice and neglect the channelling effect. Procedures of using simulation to validate the 

HAADF intensity and elemental segregation can be summarised as the following steps: 1) Before 

simulation, a threshold value should be chosen to binarise the HAADF slice from the reconstruction 

so any area with intensity below the threshold is considered to be occupied by Ni atoms. 2) Then the 

position of Pt and Ni atoms on one atom thick slice can be constructed based on binarised images 

and inputted into simulation program with same experimental parameters to generate the an 

HAADF image. 3) The intensity of the experimental and simulated HAADF image should be 

normalised so they are comparable. 4) After normalisation, the similarity of both images should be 

compared and summarised into one value use methods such as root mean squared difference or 

cross correlation coefficient. 5) Repeat steps 1-4 for a wide range of threshold values to obtain a list 

of similarity comparison results. 6) Choose the comparison with the highest similarity value then the 

corresponding Pt and Ni atom arrangements should be the elemental segregation. This simulation 

procedure may also be extended to the whole 3D HAADF tomogram by simulating every slice.   

7.3. Outlook of the spectroscopic single particle reconstruction 

technique 
In this thesis, the spectroscopic single particle reconstruction method is proposed to characterise 3D 

structure and elemental distribution of nanoparticle with less beam damage and more 

representative sampling of nanoparticle population. The spectroscopic SPR method also releases the 

requirements of a specialised thin in situ holder or large gap pole pieces for 3D in situ 

characterisation. But the application and development of the spectroscopic SPR based technique is 

not limited by the thesis. As there are many types of signal available in the modern TEM such as EELS, 

cathodoluminescence, diffraction, etc. and each of them carrying unique information, utilising EDS 
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could be combined with or replaced by these signals to explore unique properties of nanoparticles. 

The spatial resolution of the spectroscopic SPR can also be push to atomic level to distinguish the 

shared and unique 3D atomic arrangement for a large amount of similar nanoparticles as the current 

atomic resolution 3D imaging is limited to only one or a few nanoparticles. Furthermore, the 

temporal resolution can be improved as long as remaining sufficient SNR and particles in the field of 

view when operating the microscope at continuous heating and imaging conditions. This time 

resolution can be improved to as fast as frame rate to generate a movie of in situ 3D structure 

transformation. In addition to all of the abovementioned development, they can be combined 

together with the new in situ capabilities to provide the ultimate atomic resolution, video-level 

temporal resolution, three dimensions, real environments, quantitative elemental information and 

other spectroscopic information enabled characterisation of nanoparticles in the future.   
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